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the shooting ,is said
THE

DAILY

BOUND

to have

occurred.

Y. M. C. A. for Farmlngton

UP.

ANAEMIA

"Mon-

ANDJAfEAKPiESS

day night the Parmington Y. M. C A.
held its first regular meeting in tee Constantly Being Cured
by Vinol An
Hunter Auditorium. At this meeting
Case Reported.
Ghosts.
interesting
a constitution was adopted and the
Greensboro, X. ('."I would not
(By Alfred Noyes.)
secretary instrii"tc to h.ive seeral take a thousand do.lars for the good
O, to (Ti'pp in by caii-l- e
light,
hundred copies prii il in order tha; Vinol has done me.
When all the world is fast, asleep,
with
provided
"I was told that ccd liver oil was
Out of the cold winds, out of the each member can
'I
e
New

New kpj

IJneiar

j

(

officer.-

r.ifiht,
re the nettles wave and the
rains sweep!
O, to creep in, lifting the latch
So quietly that no soul can hear,
And, at. those embers in the gloom.
Quietly light one careful match
You should not hear it. have no fear
And light the candle and look
around
The old familiar room;
To see the old books upon the wall
And lovingly take one down again,
And hear 0, strange to those that
lay
Sr patiently underground
The ticking of the clock, the sound
Of clicking embers. .watch the play
Of shadows ..till the implacable call
01 morning turns our faces gray;
And, or ever we go, we lift and kiss
Some idle thing that your hand may
touch
Some paper or book that your
hands let fall,
And we never when living have
cared so much
As to glance upon twice....
But now, O, bliss
To kiss and to cherish it, moaning
our pain,
Ere we creep to the silence again.

n i 9

inier

rocery

Telephone No. 40.

Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.
WE

!

VE CASE

ALL

WITH

REGISTER TlL'KEI &
CASH

PUKCIIASBB

Gentlemen
"

WE HA VIE JUST RECEIVED
A New Line of

STETSON SHOES;

For You
Exclusive
Perfect

Style
Fit
Wear
Comfort

see

Exceptional
Like a Stocking

JohnPfluegertdanst
Z3

LUMBER

&.

Lumbei and all kinds
of bmldir material

COAL YARD
Lump, nut and
mine run coal

A

YARLQS KICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Phone Red 100

Phone Red 100

"d

v.

lows:

fj

President. H my Kwing; vice
president, Lou Woo
secretary, Ed.
Woods; treasurer.
;ir"ld Graham."
Farmlngton Enterprise.
Boy Crushed by Wagon While at
aiiii Arno street.
tempting to cross
Albuquerque, near in home, Harry,
r
the
old so;; "f Mrs. Anna
down by a sand
Rogers, was knock'
wagon driven by a careless driver,
and sustained a la,
crushed hand
land leg. The li'th
Now was taken
to the Santa Fe
S'i'al, a block
the operating
away, and placed
table, his right han
amputated
V ic leg was found
at the knuckles.
to be badly crusln
but amputation
will not be necess; y for that mem- -

"Win

-'

six-yea-

j
;

;

j

j

i

j

'1

.

j

ber.

Marriage License A marriage license was granted today at Las Ye-- '
gas to Cornelia Encinias, aged IS and'
Apolonio Archuleta, aged 23. Both
reside in Rowe.
Tres-- :
, Engine and Cars Plunge From
tie A dinky engine and ten cars
loaded with dirt jumped the trestle
at the Camfield dam construction site
near Las Vegas. The engineer jump-- i
ed when the brakes refused to work
and thus saved his life.
Assault to Murder An information
charging Merced Gonzales with as- sault to murder has been filed in Justice Stacy's court at El Paso as the
result of wounds sustained by Anasta-ciSandoval, whose skull was fractured in a fight near the river front.
Him
Didn't Know Who Stabbed
Juan Mendosa, who was found at El
Paso with a number of deep gashes
in his head has been released by the
when
He was unconscious
police.
found, but. was unable to give any detail of the stabbing when he recovered consciousness.
Charged With Bigamy James Bel-lawas arrested at hi Paso by state
ranger Charles Moore and taken to
the police station where he is held as
a fugitive on a charge of bigamy. Telegraphic information asking for his
arrest is said to have come from the
Panhandle section of N-- w Mexico.
Icirerated Man Identified It was
j Gits
'Veiden. not Frank Lundgren
fir nth in a tent
--!

Played Joke on National Guard. A
bogus telegram, sig;.' 'd A. S. Brookes,
Adjutant General, brought the Tucum-cari- ,
New Mexico National Guard in
formation for acth
service.
The
message, which wa- - the result, of a
practical joke, oraucd the company
to be in readiness "i proceed to the
southern border 'o protect the United States against huasion. Captain
O. F. Edler, who s in comand of the
local company, inur diately mustered
forty-fiv- e
men of ilr company obtainable, and within twa hours was awaiting further orders.
Albuquerque Elks Growing Twenty candidates are r ady for initiation
into membership of Albuquerque
Lodge No. 4G1, Benevolent and Protective Order of Kits, at the short
business session for this evening at
to
the lodge rooms.
According
"Dope," the Elks' bulletin just out,
the Elks are going to be rather busy
for a week or so. Saturday, February 11, there is to be one of the good
old smokers, and on the following
Wednesday an important business
meeting at which the all absorbing
topic of proposed rnv Elks' club house
will be thoroughly discussed and the

the medicine I needed for poor blood
and my weakened condition. I could
not take the greasy mixt ire, but when
my druggist explained to me that
Vinol contained all the mi licinal cur-- !
ative elements of cod liver oil with- out the grease, and tonic iron fcdded,
I made up my mind that Vinol
yas
the medicine for me.
"I tried it, and today am strong and
well. Mrs. J. T. Snider."
(We gusm
antee this testimonial to be genuine.;,
Vinol is a specific for impure, im-- j
poverished blood and it is the great- est tonic we know of.
Wre sell Vinol always with the un- derstanding that if the purchaser is
not satisfied with the result it gives
we will cheerfully refund his money.
That seems fair. Capital Pharmacy.

LADI'

Suits, Ski
Capes an
We

i

a

co
of r

is I
she

20 YEARS AGO TODAY
(From the New Mexican of this date
1S91.)

j

W. A. Leonard, the well known and
successful editor of the SJver City
Enterprise, is in the capital partly to
look after his friend, Senator Ancheta, and partly on business.
Representative Read returned last
night on a short leave of absence.
A bill for the division of Valencia
and Bernalillo counties, nr.d the ere:

ation of a new county is on the tapis,
A delegation of five citizens has
been apointed by the people of Silver
City to visit the capital and work for
the establishment of a normal school
at that thriving little city.
Hon. C. F. Easley says lie is opposed to the agitation of the capital removal question and to the attempted
removal; he will make a fight for
Santa Fe.
Editorial. The appointments made
by Governor Prince of commissioners
to go to Washington to work fr.r the
passage of the land court bil.' upon
the whole are very good ours;
he
might have just gone a little7 further
incipient plans will get a little farther and
done a little better thn? the apalong toward definite shape.
of H. B. Fergusion; but
pointment
Lincoln Day Celebration at Alb- then
the governor is not infallible.
uquerqueNext Sunday, February 12,
the anniversary of the birth of AbraTO CURE A COLD IN Oft E DAY
ham Lincoln will be suitably celebrated by the various patriotic societies Take LAXATIVE BROMO Qihnine Tablets
DriiKBlsts lefund m crey if Jt alstocureE
in Albuquerque.
Rev. C. 0. Beckman,
pastor of the First .Methodist church W. GROVE'S signature la o i each box. 25c
has invited the members of the Grand
Army and affiliated
organizations
J n
Shipe Again
and other patriotic societies to attend Press;
services in the morning when the pastor will deliver an address on "Washington, Lincoln and Mc.Kinley." The
invitation has been accepted and the
members of the Grand Army, G. K.
Warren Post Xe. 5, the Woman's Relief Corps, the John A. Logan Circle,

Do Not Ove

j

Seiy

j

P. O. Box 219

j

Phone 36

y&v cant-b-

Tools in our

JK

BEST

ONLY THE

WE CAN'T BE ON THE LEVEL AND SELL POOR TOOLS.
BE ON THE LEVEL
YOU
YOURSELF.
CAN'T AF- -

wit"

rvr

BEEN
3.

HERE'S

WONDER

THE

This engine

-

WORKER!

attached to yojr
pump and working in ten minutes
after you take it .ff your wagon. No
belts, arms, purrp jack or fixtures to
can be

buy. No special platform

to build.

mil
umps from 400 to 1000 gals,
Can be used for other work
pumping. Has special pulley
purpose. Let me demonstrate

per hour.
when not
for this
it to you.

FRANK F. GORMLSY.

FITS ANY PI MP
and Makes It Hump

rel with v ciuci, j
Assaulted a Woman On complaint lie sciiou..
of Mrs. Juan Casias, Joaquin Vigil has
been arrested by Sheriff Secundino
There is more Catarrh In this secRomero at Las Vegason a charge of tion of the country then all other disassault. A preliminary examination eases put together, and until '.he last
of Vigil wr.s held before a justice of few years was supposed to be Incurthe peace. Vigil is the man who had able. For a great many yeirs docthe Casias brothers arrested several tors pronounced it a local disease
days ago on the charge of brutally and prescribed local remedies, and by
beating him.
(constantly failing to cure with local
treatment, pronounced It Incurable.
Eight Men Implicated in Hold-up- .
Information charging Canuto Chaves, Science has proven catarrh to be a
Rafael Rivas, and Juan Reyes with constitutional disease and therefore
constitutional
robbery by assault, was filed in jus- - requires
treatment,
tice E. B. McClintock's
court at El Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufactured
Faso on the complaint of Augustinby F. J. Cheney & Co., TVedo O., is
Campo, who alleges he was robbed of th only constitutional cure on mar- $7 on South Santa Fe and Eighth ket. It is taken internally In doses
streets. Eight men arc said to have from 10 drops to a teaspoonful.
It
been implicated in the affair.
acts directly on blood and mucous
Crimes Committed in El Paso Jail EU1"aces of sjrstem. They offer one
Juan Morales, a jail prisoner at El hundred dollars for any case It afils
Paso, was arrested at El Paso on com- - to cure- Scud for circulars and testi-plaiof another prisoner in the jail, menials.
who says Morales took his coat and' Ad(iress: F. J. CHENEY & CO.,
Steve Massy, Toledo' OMo-- :
attempted to hide it.
finlil 1,..
nr..
a negro,
"3
s
1
ivs'sib,
day sentence on
serving
Take Hall s Family Pills for
a charge of vagrancy, was also arrested and fined $10 on the complaint pation.
of a fellow prisoner, who charged that
Massey assaulted him.
We Have Built Up
Girl
From
Willard
Wayward
Z:
"Sheriff Dufur made several trips to b3,ib31
-A1.
UFarmlngton this week. On one of
.,:::
them he took back to Aztec with hjm
the girl companion of tie man who
stole George Griffin's ho-s- e
a couple
of weeks ago. Her paren's have been
located at "Willard, New Mexico, and
we understand are coming after her.
She did not give the tight name to
the officers here when arrested."
'
j

Cor. Palace and Washington

&

POTATOES and
SALT.

Retail

STOCK

45

LEO HERSCH

GARDEN
R. V. BOYLE

CLSREBDON

Mgr.

POULTRY

FOOD.

FE- -

IK 45

RIPE FRUIT NOW

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL
DESIGNS.

YARDS

FRESH LAID EGGS every day
and White Wyandottes. (ihlckeus
yarded the orchard untlttr the trees and fed on clean wholesome food
only. No chance of Tuberculosis (terms uor Ptomaine poisoning.
A FKW FAT HENS FOR EATING.

lnre bred barred Plymouth
are
In

Rocks

ZOOK'S PHARMACY.

n.

Lump

CERRILLOS

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

j

Farmington Enterprise.

'
Shooting in a Saloon San Jose a
suburb of Albuquerque, was the scene
of a small sized shoo-inaffray at
11:30 last night when Tranqtiillo Lopez, said to be a deputy sheriff, took
WE HANDLE LUMBER
a shot at Paulin Morelas, puncturing
in large quantities and have every
the latter's right arm considerably. modern
facility for furnishing the
Morelas claims Lopez shot him withbest
very
rough or dressed
out any provocation whatever. The
Lumber
trouble happened in Felipe Trujillo's '
We are thue
every
Ascription.
saloon
Lujan'of
Pablo
City policeman,
Tf be,t Prtcei
tcok Lopez into custody and accom-- enabled t0 make the
for Lumber ot such hi6h 8""
panied him to the county jail.
Lopez
wU1 be
Pl"ed figure on your
declared he was the victim of a con-V- e
COntract8,
and
denied
spiracy
emphatically that
he had shot Morelas or any one else,
i
i
saying that he had no gun at the time
LJUCirOW

That is the Chief Factor in the perfecting of a
prescription. So far as the law is concerned
every druggist is on an equal footing, but it
takes years of experience for a druggist to
perfect his knowledge.

RATON
YANKEE

?WTs.$ylt
Telephone

Avenuei.

5S3

Your New Year Greeting
S,hould be accompanied with some little remembrance
we still have a fine assortment of attractive, low priced,

novelties suitable for the purpose.
entertain your callers on New Year Day, we
have the ''Edison," the sweetest sounding phonograph
Come in and enjoy some of this music, and look
made
to our attractive display of goods.
To help

'Ji

8B3SE3Hffl2BK8SBI3S8RaaSH3IE3

CLARENDON

We have it.

i

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA
PHONE
BLAUK

D

Smithirg Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

j

Sole Agents For
'MERNATIONAL

WE WANT YOUR CONFI-300WILL. COME TO SEE US.

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

oi--

FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN

BEST IS CHEAPEST

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

creened

Julius Muralter, Tailor.

-

Wholesale

Coal

the

?H'Rec3

If it's Hardware

1
There's a continual freshness and
shapeliness shout the man' garments
who brings tliem regularly to us to be
cleaned and pressed. We do not take
long, but we do take pains, with the
result that our customers' clothes always look like new. You will get the
reputation of always wearing new
garments if you give us your cleaning and pressing work. No delays at
all we call for and deliver goods.

poor.

w

1

r
fi
lIiarlS fiW

v

Santa
THE PACE FOR 1911
will surely be set by our livery stable, as we have rigs to let ai good as
private ones. If you

Fe Trail Curio Company

ENJOY A GOOD DRIVE

or you have an engagement where a
carriage is necessary or proper, send
us word and we will see that you are
well cared for. We guarantee you'll
be pleased with our service and
prices.

WILLIAMS
S10

San Francisco

4 EISIM
St 'Phone

13ft

Ret

Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY

Phone us, wewillbegladtocallforyour
aundry on Mondays and Tuesdays
and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
All work is guaranteed; your
s OCRs are mended and buttons
sewed on you shirtB, without
extra charge.
PHONE BED 122.

Experience-Tha- t

Is What Counts.

PHONB RED

m.

Pino Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up

'Phone 9

When in Need of Anything in th
Livery Line. Drivers Purnishd
RATES RIGHT.
(tapir Avm

CHAS. CLOSSON

Your prescription filled by us will be filled
right, because our experience gives us the
right knowledge of prescriptions filling and
aids us in proper selection of the right kind
of

drugs.

ZOOK'S PHARMACY.

WEDNESDAY,

FEBRUARY

8,

THE SAXTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.
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CERTAIN RESULTS
Many a Santa Fe Citizen Know

How

Sure They Are.

Nothing uncertain auout the work
ol Doan's Kidney Pills In Santa Fe.
There Is plenty of positive proof of
this in the testimony of citizens. Such
evidence should convince
the most
skeptical doubter. Read the following
statement:
Mrs. Desederia J. de Quintana, College St., Santa Fe, N. M., says: "Several years ago I used Doau's Kidney
P1II3 and I was cured cf a bad attack
of kidney complaint. At that time a
statement appeared in the local papers, telling of my experience and I
now take pleasure in confirming all
that was then said in favor of Doan's
KrJney Pills, 'i had pains in my back
that made it difficult for me to stoop
and theii, were othe.- troubles which
plainly shoved that my kidneys were
at fault. Soon after I began taking
Doan's Kidney Pills, improvement
was noticeable and Vio contents of
two boxes restored my kidneys to
their normal condition and removed
the pain from my back. I am glad to
say that during the time that has
since passed, my cure has been
-

For sale by all dealers.
Price 50
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
Foster-Milbur-

n

States.

Doan's

Remember the name
take no other.

and

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(06872 Not Coal.)
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land OfBce at Santa Fe, N. M.
7, 1911.

January

Notice is hereby given that Adelai-dMartinez, of Santa Fe, N. M., who,
on July 10, 1905, made homestead
NW
for W
entry No.
W
SW
Section 24, Township 14 N, Range 11 E, N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make final five year proof, to es
tablish claim to the land above described, before the register or receiver, U. S. land office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
on the 23d day of February, 1911.

o

8391-0687-

2

2

Claimant names a switnesses:
Octabiano
Jose Ynez
Rodriguez,
Manzanares, Hilario Garcia, Juan B.
Martinez, all of Santa Fe, N.. M.
MANUEL B. OTERO,
Register.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Not Coal.)
(014569
Pecos National Forest.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.

January

17, 1911.

Act, June 11, 1906.
Notice is hereby given that "William
Dalton, Pecos, N. M., who, on Novem-

ber

25, 1910, made
No. 014569, for N

homestead

entry

SE
NW
N
SE
NW
SE
and NE
SW 4 NW
of Section
SE
32, Township 17 N., Range 12 E., N.
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make final five year proof,
to establish claim to the land above
described, before Register and Receiver, U. S. land office at Santa Fe,
N. M., on the 15th day of March, 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses:
J. R. Dalton, Ben Dalton, Henry Rivera, and Cristino Rivera, all of Pecos, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
2

4

1-- 4

4

2
4

4

4

Register.
PNEUMONIA FOLLOWS A COLD.
But never follows the use of Foley's
Honey and Tar, which checks the
cough and expels the cold. Mr. Stock-welHannibal, Mo., says: "It beats
I conall the remedies I ever used.
tracted a bad cold and cough and was
One
threatened with pneumonia.
bottle of Foley's Honey and Tar comNo opiates, just
pletely cured me."
Sold
a reliable household medicine.
at the Capital Pharmacy.

l,

PUBLICITY

AND

He Finds Newspaper Offers
Only Opportunity to Keep
in Public Eye
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tied then it will mean more-- as this
in press a ou.ieuu enuueu unjwu
Gall: Its far.se and Remedy."
will be the most practical point for
not only to revolutionist!
the shipment of products as well as
present views respecting the nature:
the most convenient point from which The Fischer Drug Co. Offer
of various overgrowths in plants, but
to transact, the bus-inss in conne
AGENCY tion with so large a country. The a Remedy for Catarrh. The
also to thto-.light on the cancer
Medicine Costs Nothing
problem it; men and animals.
future of our city u brighter by far
This b.i letin deals with a widely
FOR RENT Furnished front roora
than the past would have sugges'ed.
if It Fails
distribute
and harmful disease of
in modern nous Apply New Mexican.
Fe Man Is Our resources are jn their infancy. Vi be;. :i
effects a successful
orchard tees and other plants. This Former Santa
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Growing of Summer Apples
and Curing Cancer in Plants
Discussed.
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Feb.
Washington,
Conservation," the. new illustrated
monthly magazine of the Natonal
Conservation Association, whos- editorial policy will be conducted jy O
I'iuehot, president of the association, will make its first arvear:lIK'e
ext week. The first numbrr will give
prominent attention to the neural
of Alaska. The Alas tan article which, it is understood, may be
followed by a series, is by James
delegate in Congress
Wickersham,
from Alaska, who writes of 'Alaska,
a Land of Opportunity." The article
will be illustrated by many new Alaskan pictures never printed before.
Robert G. Valentine, commissioner
of Indian affairs, discusses the Indian
from an entirely new viewpoint. Accompanying Mr. Valentine's article,
will appear for the first time in any
magazine some of the celebrated Indian pictures by Throssel, the
Indian artist.
Dr. Joseph A. Holmes, director cf
the new National Bureau of Mines,
tells of how his squads of life savers
and "mine divers" rescue men in underground disasters, and of the plats
of his bureau to reduce the terrible
loss of lives in the mines.
In the "High Cost of Hauling," Logan W. Page, director of the government office of good roads, tells us
why it costs the farmer more to haul
a bushel of wheat from his farm to
the market, than it does to transport
that bushel of wheat from New York
to Liverpool.
The editorials most of which will
be from the pen of Mr. Pinchot, will
discuss current conservation issues.
Growing of Summer Apples.
On nearly every farm summer apples have had a place since very early
days, and varieties have been developed extending the season of apple
production over the entire summer, as
well as autumn. While as a rule this
fruit has been grown for family consumption, the surplus has found its
way to market. The marked decline
in 'the production of peaches within
the past few years has brought about
a considerable extension of the early-appl- e
Industry on a commercial scale,
which extension has been most mark
ed in the middle Atlantic states,
where especially advantageous transportation routes, both rail and water,
and the proximity of large markets
have stimulated the enterprise, which
has its center in the
region near Philadelphia. The U. S.
department of agriculture, as a result
of this extension, has made a study
of the early apple industry, with the
middle Atlantic states as a field, and
published the information collected in
a bulletin entitled "Summer Apples in
the Middle Atlantic States," issued by
the Bureau of Plant Industry. This
bulletin is a compendium of information covering all phases of the question of early apple production, includ
ing soils, climate, culture, picking,
Numerous
packing, marketing, etc.
varieties are described, and seasons
and other data conveniently presented in tabular form.
Cancer in Plants.
The department of agriculture has
-
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Roswell, New Mexico.
"The West Point of the Southwest"
Ranked by United States War DepartInstitution."
ment as "Distinguished
Army officers detailed by War Department.
Thorough Academic course, preparing
young men for college or business life.
Great amount of open air work. Healthiest location of any Military School in
Located in the beautiful
the Union.
Pecos Valley, the garden spot of the
West-a- t
an elevation of 3700 feet above
sea level, sunshine every day, but little
rain or snow during session.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors, all
graduates from standard eastern colleges.
Ten buildings, thoroughly
furnished,
heated, lighted and modern in all respects.

tne-nt- .

facili-tuate-

Palace Ave.

London, Feb. 8. A new form of society amusement was inaugurated last
and was
night. It was a fairy-fesdevised by Lady Margaret Sackville
for the Poetry society, of which Lord
For hours a
Coleridge is president.
large fashionable throng at the Hotel
Cecil was held under the spell of fairy
tales and fairy dances.

J
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finishes adapted to any surroundings. Call and
see them or send tor. catalog iud wun interior
views shcjvir.g arransaiceat injibrary ,psr!or,etc.
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The New Merican is the oldest newspaper
a
and
has
and
growing circulation
large
very postofflce in the Territory,
of
Southwest.
the
people
and
progressive
among the intelligent
in New Mexico.

COST OF POOR ROADS.
The director of good roads at Washington, declares, that it is cheaper to
carry a bushel of wheat from Liverpool to New York, than it is to haul
it a mile over some of the public highways in this country. X'nfortunately,
some of these badly constructed,
and worse kept, highways are situated in Xew Mexico, and some of them
too near to Santa Fe. What the loss
i3 each year to Xew Mexico farmers,
miners, merchants, on account of
poor roads, cannot be accurately stated, but it has been enough in the past
to have gridironed the entire commonwealth with macadamized, sixty-foo- t
wide highways. In no other instance
polis the penny-wise- ,
icy of local governments illustrated
so graphically as in the matter of
good roads and bridges. Fortunately,
the territory, through the Good Roads
commission is inaugurating a wiser
procedure and some of the counties
are falling into line bravely and will
reap benefits which will be denied
other counties not so progressive,
pound-foolis-

THE COST OF NEGLECT.
BUSINESS AND ViCE.
The authorities of Manchuria have
One of the most start'..!.;; disclo-ion of the finally decided to burn down three
SUITS n;uU by the Hives:
while slave trallic in riocago is the sections of the new city of Harbin
stands in a last frantic effort to stamp out
After campaigning up and down
fait that roputal'I
uoods merchant the plague. That is the penilty that the country for a year, making
be hind ire. The e
s trade from a must he paid, because Harbi.i did not
who draws part
speeches at every congress and
for adequate sanitation when sembly which would listen to him, Gif
disposed to de
ho'ise of ill fame
It is a lesson ord Pinchot finds he has dropped out
fend it: the lto. or who sells a bill it had the opportunity.
establish to Santa Fe, which some day will of public view and public mind. To
of L'oods to an immoral
:: linguistic about a
ice ioarn that it must pay a hwinrea, and day, the newspaper is the only agenis. lioi
Y
how narrow and short-- ; even a thousand times as much in cy through which to keep the public
cru.-adbusinessmen are. Aside jcash for sanitary and other civic
and
interested in any personality,
righted
these illegal houses provements that can now be made at principle, any propoganda. Therefore.
from
trade,
drain the channels of
trifling cost. And ilie lives lost in Pinchot, who believes in publicity,
comes the meanwhile through
contagious, has started a magazine of his own in
rvrv dollar spout with
persons who would otherwise infectious and preventable diseases, which he will expound his views.
spe": It:'".I uumo with businessmen, what as to them? Kvery day that Isn't there in this a lesson to the
for every dollar's worth of dry goods Santa Fe neglects to improve, neg- businessman who believes that he can
bought by inmates of a disreputable lects to straighten and widen streets, cut his advertising without suffering
house, the dry goods merchant losas neglects to plant trees, neglects to an eclipse byv the merchant who does
ton dollars in bad accounts of those inslal sewers and clean up yards, advertise liberally and wisely?
who spend freely for vice but at the means a tangible loss that the presHides were put on the free list
end of the month do not meet their ent must pay for and which must he
It
ordinary bills. But vice creates fur- paid for a second and a third time by against the wishes of the West.
ther havoc. It undermines the very the future. It's poor business sense was predicted that this would result
of the community in which all around to neglect and to put off in cheaper shoes and a reduction in
that the price of leather goods. The man
it nourishes. It lessens the power of until tomorrow improvements
or woman who pays the household
earning: of the. men; it taints the should and could he made today.
blood of the children so that later
bills knows that this promise has not
these become a burden upon the
COMING BACK.
been kept. In fact, on top of it, comes
homes that once
it disrupts
Those who imagined that the exo- the announcement from Chicago that
consumers
were rnsnerous and large
dus from the dry farming sections of there is to be an advance in the price
of supplies, it rots the very founda eastern New Mexico last fall would
leather and shoes. Who is bene-ipet- e
tions of society. The destruction of piove a permanent loss, have not fitting by free trade in leather? CerSodom for its vice may be an alle- rend the
history of the Winning of the tainly not the consumer. And who
gorical tale, but greater destruction West aright. It is true, there is an would benefit by free trade in wool
is wrought in every town, though, per- ebb periodically in the settlement of or in any other
product produced in
haps, in a less sueetp.cular way, by aii sections, hut each ebb is
this country? The answer is a diffi-bfollowed,
its
auu
piepos-lawe
of
vice,
the toleram
a heavier tide and for every man' cult one even for free trade Demo"
protection by "busine"
who left eastern New Mexico last fall crats.
TTH
on account of drouth, two will return
A PROGRESSIVE TOWN.
The New Mexican is in receipt on
as this spring. That this movement has
Farmiivon has only
table of the Far Eastern
many inhalOants as Santa Fe; it is already set in, is indicated by the iol its exchange
Review. Its columns give a glimpse
only a few years old compared with lowing from the Estancia Daily
of the astonishing progress that i3 be- the great age oi this city; it has only
Phe vallev is eradualiv filline tin. " made in every department of huone fraction of the resources, and gets
East.
For
in
the
man
far
of
activity
the
free
who
men
have been away are
advertising The
only
' '
Siam and Burma,
nnUv. Yet coating in and many shacks that have instance,
she Philippines and Formosa, are do.
1

mi-'ti-

AUTO TRANSPORTATION IN
LOWER RIO GRANDE VALLEY.
San Benito, Texas, Feb.

S.

M.

WEDNESDAY,

Houston, Texas, !' ob. 8. William-- s
son county which !a already spent
$200,000 in building lacadam roads is
asking its county ommissioners to
authorize the issuance of $100,000 ad
ditional highway bonds. With the ad.
ditional sum askci lor, a straignt
macadam road wil be built from El- line,
gin, on the Bastrop county
to the
through Williamson county
line of Bell county, a distance of
miles. This is one
about seventy-fiv- e
links in the auto
o,! the unfinished
and
in Antonio
highway between
Corpus Christi. With the completion
of two or three other short stretches
this road will be finished and so cotn-o- f
in its constru'tion that automo- biles mav maintain a 25 miles an hour
speed. The effort now on in Williamson county is but one of the many
in the southwest sen ion of the state
where the people have taken hold of
road building with a determination
that means the best auto highways in
the United States.

com-iiifi-

j

j
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TEXAS LEGISLATOR WHO
WANTS TO UNDERSTAND.

one-tent- h

far-awa-

BH

Montezuma Lodge No
1, A. F. & A. M. Reg

mar

PEAD,

I

i

OF SANTA FS.

communicationj

first Mondy of esc!
month a' :laeoalc hit
at 7.30 p. ZD.
H. H. DORMAN,
Master.
CHAS. E. LINXEY, Secretary,

Santa Fe Chapter No. L
R. A. M.
Regular con

Jested
ARTHUP

vocation second Monday of
each month at Masonic
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
JOHN H. WALKER, H. P.
SELIGMAN, Secretary.
No
Santa Fe Commander
T. Regular conclave
1.

K.
ifo
k;2itoi

Monday

in

eac!;

month at Mnonic Hall at

7:30 p m.
CHAS. A, WHEELON, E. C.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.

fhl

CI

New

fc,'

Jest Danking Instiiut

xj;.

established

I?

Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profits
a general banking business in a.
Loans rooney on the most Javorabie terms t
personal and collateral security. Buys and
stocks in all market for its customer1
domestic and foreign exchange and m'
of money to ail parts of the civilb
s are given Sy any
Interest aliow
per cent por an nap
advances
Transj-.ci-

mom-priva- te.

The bar.'"
an- -

Santa Fe Lodge ot Perfection No. 1
Ancient and Accept'
Scottish Rite or Free Masonr
on the third Monday of '
at 7:30 o'clock in
14th degree.

Hall,

-

Sc-- '

veneraoie master

HENRY F. STEPHENS,

32.

Secretary.
b. p. o. e.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. S.
holds its regular session on the sac
ond and fourth Wednesday of eacfc
month. Visiting brothers are invited
nd welcome.
J. D. SENA,

A. J. FISCHER,

Exalte

Ruler

Secretary.
F. W. FARMER.
Homestead No. 2879.

Brotherhood of American Yeoman
Meet Second and Fourth Thursdays,
Delgado'a Hall.
H. Foreman C. G. Richie,
Cor. Sec. Mrs. Daisy Farmer,
Independent Order of Beavers.
Santa Fe Dam No. 80, I. O. B. holds
its regular session at 8 p. m. Friday
evening of each week at Elks' Lodge
Room. Visiting Brothers are always
welcome.
EDWARD C, BTJRKE,
MANUEL B. OTERO,
President.

Secretary.
the
Texas,
Austin, Texas,
home of so many new things, has ac-- !
PROFESSIONAL
LIDS
tuall.y developed a freak legislator.)
a representative ofj
,o much out of the or-- j
ne has announced he will
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
tor any measure he dooe not j
This is so unusual that;
.stand.
Chas. R. Easley.
aisdeclaration has caused much com-- . Chaa. F. Easley,
Estancia.
Santa Fe.
ment. It is believed, however, if thiaj
EASLEY & EASLEY,
man can induce other members of thej
Attorneyvat-Lalegislature to follow his .example, that
Texas will have fewer freak laws and
more hopeful legislation. It is not
WILLIAM McKEAN
considered a reflection on the ability
Attorney-at-l.arof members of the legislature when
Mining and Land Law.
New Mexico.
they say there are many laws passed Taos,
at previous sessions which they do,
The fact is the;
not understand.
C. W. G. WARD
learned judges of the courts have'
Territorial District Attorney
been racking their brains in an ef- Fov San Miguel and Mora Counties
fort to understand some of the laws Las Vegas,
New Mexico
passed, and have been compelled to
cannot
1
confess that the legal mind
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
unravel some of the intricacies. It is
Attorneys-at-Lato get away from such legislation as
Prajr.tio.fi In the District Courts as
this that has prompted the member to
&a
Supreme Court ol
declare he will have to see clearly the
territory.
before he votes.
Feb.

J. B.

FRAKK McKAl

Li

i

j

J, President,

A, BUGrlES,

Win

MASONIC.

Masonic
LONE STAR STATE IS
Visiting
SETTING PACE FOR N. M. dlally '

j

L.

Some-

San Benito, Texas, by Samuel Robinson. Mr. Robinson is one of the live
wires in that section of the state. Ons
year ago he conceived a plan of connecting the truck farms with the railway station by interurhan, thus giT
lng farmers rapid transit at a rate
so cheap that they could not afford
to transport by wagon to the shipping
point. The plan met with universal
favor and now Mr. 'loMnson is ex
tending his system to all part3 of the
lower Rio Grande valley in the vicinand
ity of San Benito, IPownsville,
Harlingen. In addiron to carrying
produce of the farm he line will be
equipped with a passenger car service, modern in every particular.
When Mr. Robinson finishes his road,
which is now in course of construction, he will have the most unique
system in the world, his he- the
only road taking the products
ing
of the farm at the fi id and delivering
them to shipping p elnts on a steam
Mr. Robinson's
railway. The idea
own and in this he is setting an example which it is hi iieved will he imitated in other parti, of the country.

t

R. J, PAL

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES

thing really new in the use of the
motor car is being demonstrated in a most prac'ical manner at

im-tha- t

Ii.--

PS, S.

Ijl
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HOTEL
yy ILL! AM VAUGHN pROP,

One of the Best Hotels in

the West

ROOMS IS SUITE WITH PRIVATE BATH

Cuisine and
Table Service
Unex celled

Large Samplef

for

Room

Com-

mercial Travelers

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE

MONTEZUMA

HOTELS

RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL
COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.
Thirty seven rooms, newly and noatly furnished,
well lighted and ventilated,
Rooms en suite with private bath an! phone.
FINK SAMPLE ROOM.

CHEERFUL DINING
ROOM. FINE CUISINE

THOS. DORAN
Proprietor.

ONE OF THE BEST SHORT ORDER

RATES

$2.50 TO
$3.00 A DAY

THE CITY
RESTAURANTS
llfi mem... rs, .mu
,.......
soon to sheep and cattle ranges
very
CUISINE
TABLE
AND
SERVICE
GOOD
the
and
to
if
subject
it desires
promptly,
to wake up
regularly
keep pace
is too painful to refer to it. Farming-to- again. Pays the Tucumcari Sun:
LOCATED IN THE CENTRAL PART OF CITY
with the Orient.
bear
"With
a
a
grass
money crop,
has oiganized a Young Men's
..HOT AND OOLD BATHS.
ELEOTRIO LIGHTS
Christian Association which is receiv- budding mining industry, a promising
E yery Room
The human animal is the only one
RATES 50ot
G. LUPE HERRERA, Prop.
Such an oi! field, a local "broom corn market,
a
Good
One,
ing enthusiastic support.
$1,00 per day
does not seem to learn by expeand truck farming ihat
association has been declared out of well
rience. Though the papers are full of
county accounts of divorces and unhappiness
question for Santa Fe. Farmington coming) the front, Quay
will vote J.jfl.fti'O bonds for municipal stands out boldly as the greatest field
result from hasty marriages bewafer works. Santa Fe cannot even o"t opportunity in the southwest. The that
tween
124126
youths and maidens,
Two Blocks From Depo'
afford to insfal a sanitary sewer sys- resources of this1 county are beginto
Montezuma Ave.
same columns continue
One Block West of Capito1
tem. It is easy to tell what is the rftat-te- r ning to be realized and appreciated. yet, the
r
"twenty-fourecord weddings ater
with Santa Fe when comparing its Quay county is rapidly coming to the
BLACK
TELEPHONE
88
"love U first
hour
courtships,"
public spirit with that
little, one front."
sight" and under other circumstances
The
HANDSOME ROOMS
railroad, war-of- f
Farmington.
In the meanwhile, what is Santa Fe that are sure to be followed, if exfirst step upward foV Santa Fe would
nine
counts
to
for
anything,
eitend its trade territory perience
ATTRACTIVE DINING
AMERICAN OR
be a merging of. its commercial bodies doing
times out of ten, by desertion and diinto one organization of 200 members to the new'y settled regions, and to
ROOM-G- ood
EUROPEAN PLAN
Service.
movement vorce, if not worse.
who paid heir one dollar a month benefit by the forward
it in progress all over the
that
and
who
worked
promptly
together
COURTEOUS
New Mexico
Farmington, San Juan county, has
Lag Cruces,
for 'the old town through thick and
a live wire in its board of trade in its
thin, despite personal differences and
secretary. He sent telegrams to vari- IRRIGABLE AREA UNDER
RENEHAN & DAVIE8
Proprietor, Mrs. L. C. KENNEDY. Santa Fe, N. M
Arizom will tomorrow vote on its ous
political grievances.
ENGLE DAM PROJECT. A. B. Rene bar.
E. P. Davlei
papers yesterday and not collect
constitution.
It will be approved, so either, and followed them up with a
i
Attorneys at Law.
it is reiorted, by overwhelming ma- courteous letter, that has resulted in
ON THE RIGHT TRACK.
Engineer Karl Patterson, in charge
Practices In the Supreme and Dis
will
It
be
Washat
a
San Juan county, and Farmington, at the Leashurg diversion dam, Mesil-l- Met Courts. Mining and Land Law a
rejected
Uncle Sam seems to be learning. jority.
He is at last on the right track on ington, D. C, so other reports have particularly, getting several columns
Office In Catron Block.
Valley, who was appointed by the specialty.
Tfe?tee led SS mA asa
the Navajo reservation and the soon- it. That is to be regretted. The Xew of free advertising in the New Mexi- department at Washington to make a fjanta Fe
New Mexico
yur esdeit fofoered
er he applies the same methods to the Mexican noes not like the Arizona can and likely in several other pa- thorough investigation of conditions j
secre
constitution a bit: it feels certain pers today. Roy Bedicheck, the
in the Rio Grande valley under the
E. C. ABBOTT
Pueblos, the Mescaleros and the
Vtm IWhwriiig' a suggested
a mmtftomg
the
,
will have
the better for the Indians and that Arizona would suffer material tary of the Denting booste-sButte: project, has just comAttorney-at-Lacool and fasmtttagMty
Elephant
to
his
to
look
laurels.
moral
loss
under
it
apd
the better for New Mexico. It is his
retrogressian
Practice n the District and Su
pleted his report and sent it to WashtttSCSa AO!, WSLD CHERRY, LEMON SODA, HtOM
plan to rush the allotment to the Na- for the first few years, and yet it has
ington. In general the report states preme Courts.
Prompt and careful
confident-wisheHOOT BEES, KLONDIKE FIZZ, COCO COLA,
Leslie's Weekly predicts
Rio
vajo Indians and to throw the rest beendrafted in accordance with the
area
the
to
ir
under
attention given
all business.
that the
igable
TABLE MtRERAL WATERS.
of the people. If they approve j'y tbat it; wiU not be Woodrow Wilson Grande
of the wide domain open to settle150
New Mexlce
Santa Fe,
project extends about
Governor Harmon, or Governor Dix
ment. At the same time, he is build- it why Washington should permit r
and comprises five distinct disFE BOTTLING WORKS.
jmiles
8AHTA
ing irrigation works and good roads izona to pass into statehood with New or Mayr Gaynor who will receive the tricts the Palbmas, the Rincon, the
G. W. PRICHARD
MKWKY KSICK,
water.
foi
presi-.,ilteMd
Democratic
nomination
Arts
area
AS
the
a
and will give ten acres under ditch Mexico ana that by March 4. After
Attorney and Consellor-at-LaMesilla, the E Taso and the Juarez
but
months
hence,
n
n,
eighteen
dency
to every graduate from the reserva,,.!,
r,,-,1
Practice In all the District Courts
'
valleycontaining a total irrigable
tion boarding schools.
At these must live under the peculiar funda- Champ Clark. The Republicans can area of 222,772: acres, of which 180,000 and gives special attention to case
to
afford
boost
well
candithe
(.'lark
f
of the usual mental law they have formulated for
schools, only
acres are to rjceive water under the before the Territorial Supreme Court
time is given to scholastic attain- themselves. To reject it, for any oth- dacy, for Clark will be as easy a probOf Office: Laughlin Blk Santa Fe, N. M.
completed 11 io Grande project.
Open Day and Night
1MPEHI&L LADIDRY
ments; the other half is given to er reason except that it violates the lem as Bryan was in his dme.
G515 acres were irrigatthis
acreage
scientific farming, wherein Uncle constitution .of the United States, is
D.
HARRY
MOULTON,
acres
in
1910;
1909
in
andj 69,668
Here's a Texas legislator who in ed
La Salle Restaurant
Sam is doing better for his red wards to urn down the principle that underlatter year of
than we are doing for our own school lies the liberties of the nation and its sisis upon understanding the bills that an increase lotj the
Work
For
Best
Laundry
acres.
CHAS. GANN,) Prop,
children.
The Mescalero and Jica-rill- a people. Let Arizona come in and that he is asked to vote for. lie is almost 1,003
Attorney-at-Laas
as
unreasonable
that
wide
awake
to
the without delay.
reservations, similarly
Two" boors below F. Andrews Store
basket
leaves
Monday
Tuesday
and rapidly growing portion of ordi DETECTIVES'! PECULIAR IDEA OF
Navajo reservation, contain ten to
Returns Thursday and Friday.
TREATING WITNESS RIGHT.
REGULAR MEALS 25c.
nary citizenship that refuses to cast'
twenty times the area necessary for
Santa Fe. N. M.
Munich, Germany, with 000,0(0 in its ballots as certain bosses dictate.
K.
AGENCY
Barber
atO.
few
them.
on
hundred Indians
the
Shop short orders at all
Fe! 8. Testimony of the
trade That part of intelligent
supports forty
habitants,
hours
Chicago,
citizenship
In fact, the Indians use and can use schools that turn out
bakBROWN
FO.
Mrs.
butchers,
Patrick
of
rebelled
trial
Agent
aeainst.
the
Demo
the
inj
recently
prosecution
only a small fraction of the land. The ers, gardeners, farmers, carpenters,
board by the week $5.00
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. 6.
cratic bosses in New Mf''3to and vot- Kelly, formerly a detective in the
Phone No. 23 Red
Pueblo Indians also are "land-poor- "
the ed for a safe and sane 'tnd yet liberal state's attorneys officee, who Is charg
As the president of
French
Noodle order 20c. dish.
and would be better off if the govern- painters. hoard of education
said re- constitution.
ed with perjuty, growing out of the Land Claim and Contests a Specialty
If you want anything on earth try
New X ork Chop Suey cOc. dish.
ment, did not put so "nany obstacles Chicago
in
rule
second trial dt Lee O'Neill Browne,
a New Mexican Want Ad.
in their way in try.1! to dispose of cently: "The prevailing
3 ''3
to eduwho declared was concluded today. State Repre
7.Iayor Gill of
W. WITTMAN
the lands they do not need, and using American schools seems to be
a. wide-op3 vii
and had the sentative H. $ C. Beckemeyer, who
Draftsman
the remaining lands in severalty, so cate every boy and girl to he presi- for
of
unable
but
owev.
States
of
the
backing
business
United
dent
elements was a witness before the grand jury
each
Pueblo would have to grub
of records on file
that
furnished
Copies
who
chat sort of a' thing, was in custodj of Kelly.
The detec In the TJ. S.
for himself and thus becoms independ- to earn a living." New Mexico does was believe.
?
Sorveyo" General's Offion
;
routed
lie
been
Instructed
the
had
testified
vomen's
vote
so
and
tive
much
in
high
grammar
ent of the clan and its patriarchal and not need,
New Mexico
Santa Fe.
cit
that
The
Victor
big
wonder is not that by Assistant States Attorney
school graduates, who have
lofty
superstitious tyranny.
ideas about "white shirt sleeve" jobs, women succeeded in this instance, but Arnold to "talfe the witness out and
'
PROBERT & COMPANY
does men and women who will that they endure that kind of an in- treat him righl" This, the detective,
as
it
Investments
President Taft is right.
The
in practically every town in the interpreted to imean to get the state
turn to the best account tne oppor famy
Lands, Mines, Bond A Stocks.
country should be spared an extra ses- 1l' United States.
representative nntoxicated.
here
offered
are
tunities
that
right
Money Loaned for Investors.
sion of Congress.
There is no need
We
have for sale general stocks of
for it, if the Senate does its duty. the line of farming, of manual labor,
President Tart has won another BIG IRRIGAT CN PROJECT
of envelopment of natural resources.
Merchandise, Retail Lumber Yard and
It is the
notable
TO
N iW MEXICO BORDER.
diplomatic
seemin
NEAR
victory
Mexico
other Business Opportunities through
obstructionary tactics of the Senate Manuil training in New
ing the consent of the interested naschools
iridescent
an
is
still
dream,
out Taos county.
that are bringing down the wrath oi
tions for tUe protection of the seal
Trinidad, Cflo., Feb. 8. Plans for
- the
Bank References Furnished..
people upon it, just as much as but Sana Fe should be the first to nsnenes in trie Behring Sea. It it the reclamation of 36,000 acres in
New Mexico
the disclosures of the methods .by make" it a profitable reality.
not with flourish of trumpets that the the eastern palt of this county became Taos
which seats in the Senate are bar
of the White Hops goes known here tlday with the filing of
occupant
Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wella Fa
DR. C. M. RILEY.
The New Mexican yesterday as- about his tasks, but his
tared to the highest bidder.
achievements maps and plais of the Tyrone reser
cribed to Hon. T. D. Burns poetry are
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS. TRAVELERS
The Veterinary Physician and Surgeon
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in the revolution in Honduras; one ever
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All
Work of
accused "Tom" Burns of
A white slaver has been sentenced timated cost pf the
reservoir and
Payable Throughout the United States. Canada, fei
the execution of six rebel generals
Dentistry a Specialty.
poetry, hut such is fame, that rrom ten to seventeen years in the ditches is $21J,000. The reservoir is
in Hayti and of the progress of the writing
and all Forcigr Countries.
Office: Chars. Cloeson'i Barn.
at penitentitry in New York for living to be thirty-ivmiles northeast of
revolution in Mexico. Viewed by the the name at tie tongue's tip and
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who is from the earrings of fallen women. Trinidad.
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Phone,
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pen's
point,
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SENT BY TELEGRAPH ,
not
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of
student
history, these, days
to make the present, rather More sentences of that kind will do
Night Phone, Main 184.
dull at all and revolution are even helping
Out of town calls promptly
If you wane anything on earth. try
a little more numerous than usual than the man whose achievements considerable to abolish the nefarious
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CLAIRVOYANT COULDN'T SEE
ORDINANCE CLERLY.

Prince Totem

Give Up His Royal
idence He--

Mrs. R. P. Krvien will not be at
bono- - tomorrow.
Villiam O. Murray, a traveling man

SUED,

STORE
PRO--

A

RAN-ROVE-

RANCH

NY
d Ho. 189

And as one Third of Life is Spent in Sleep, WHY
See our
NOT HAVE A COMFORTABLE BED?

Cotton Felt Mattresses That'Assure that comfort.
We have also some exquisite new Parlor Suits,
some polished mahogony and quarter oak tables for
the library and many other things. A wonderful clock in Mission Style, and a Superb Daverport
at a BARGAIN. See them anyway.

Furniture

R

&

Co.

Collections.

Real Estate

Insurance

For rates and
inform a t i o n

call on or
address.

Steam Heat.

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, Manager,
Santa Fe Abstract, Realty & insurance Agency.
Room No. 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N.

.

i

PALAOB.
AVE

SATISFACTORILY

AND
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MARKB1
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CO., Atlanta,
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THE LINEi OF THE "C. B" ARE ALWAYS RIGHT AND IN HARMONY
WITH THELATE-S.STYLE DEMANDS.
YOUCAN DEPEND ON YOUR GOWN
FITTING. RIGHT IF THE FOUNDATION
S A "C. B."
THI
SEASOH THE
LINE
WAS
THE
.SEDUCTIVE
WA5T

ch

INCURVE, WHICH

S

Jo ATTRACTIVE,

THE BU-5GRACEFULLY SLOPED
AND
THE
LINE J OF THE BACK
TOO,
ARE .SIMPLY PERFECTION. THEY
GIVE
THE FIGURE THo.SE .5UPURB
SCULPTURED LINE WHICH ARE SO
1

MUCH
!

Ga.

.

REPORT

He will leave for Taos tomorrow.
it jg gai(j
J. D. Clark, a prominent real estate
dealer and orchardist at Farmington. IMPRINTED HIS HEELS
San Juan county, is at the Montezuma
BODY.
HS
hotel.
Ho came here on legal busi- nessDenver, Feb. 8. Charging that his
-"Billie" Woolf, a well known cloth-jwifvisited upon him divers acts of
ing salesman who always signs the cruelty" during the four years hisj
hotel registers in a bold blue pencil complaint in divorce was awaiting
hand, is here from St. Louis. He is; the action of the supreme court, Kd-- i
at. the Palace.
jward Millman filed a petition in the.
Word received from Turley, San county court asking permission to file'
9.50.
Juan county, has it that Civil Engi-'aamended complaint so that he may.
.
neer Jay Turley, formerly of this city, proceed with the action. At the Fame' Ribs May 9.60; July 9.371-2WOOL MARKET.
is ill with smallpox. Mrs. Turley, al-- j time attorneys for Mrs. Millman filed
St. Louis, Feb. 8. Wool unchanged
so has been ill.
a petition for a decree of separate
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Snow of Mesilla, maintenance on the verdict returned territory and western mediums 191i
Park, are the guests of Territorial by the jury at the first trial of the 22; fine mediums 1618; fine 1213.
LIVESTOCK.
Engineer and Mrs. Charles D. Miller. ease on December 21. 1905. Millman,
Mr. Snow is a member of the terri- charged his wfife, Cora, with cruelty.
Kansas City, Feb. 8. Cattle
She filed an answer and cross corntorial water board.
fc.ufiu. inclndinc :;fi(i southerns.
"Don Eugenio Romero left this af plaint in which she stated her
to tpn hirh,
valivf,
ternoon for Santa Fe and Estancia on band on one occasion, knocked her steers S").35ff( fi.ttO: southern steers
n
seva business trip. Mr. Romero is build- down and then j tmped upon her
6. KOUthern
j-,cows
3.23i:4."5;
ing a modern store building in the eral times, leaving the imprints of Msinalive cowg and heifers $3.25flG;
time
heels
At
her
another
upon
town."
body.
Las
latter
stoekers and feeders HoOtfS.SO; bulls
Vegas Optic.
Sheriff Silviano Roybal of Rio Ar- - she says her husband returned home $4ft.r.l0; calves $4.75?.8.25; western
2
abnut
o'clock in the moraine,
riba county, arrived in the city yes-- !
steers $5tfC; western cows 3.255.
afternoon and is registered at Ke(J her from her Bed by the hair
Sheep
Receipts 6,flOO. Market
the Coronado hotel. He brought herejand attempted to throw her from a ftrong. Muttons $3.7." 4
lambs
socond
window.
found
A
story
jury
Sr,.2.v'a6; fed wethers amTearlings
Juan Cruz, the Indian charged with
Millman
guilty of cruelty and Mrs.
fed western ewes ?3.75iW
the murder of Jose de la Ora Garcia
Millman was given a divorce.
4.20.
at Chamita on Saturday night.
then appealed. The couple had
"Miss Hildred Hansen has begun
her work as a substitute teacher in married after a brief courtship.
the Normal University. Miss ' Tansen
is a regular substitute teacher of the LATEST JOKE IN LONDON
Her services
Denver high school.
IS CABLED OVER.
were loaned to the Normal for one
month during the absence of Miss
London, Feb. S. London is smiling
Margaret Healy." Las Vegas Optic. over a story in which a distinguished
"Fighting Hob" Evans, of erstwhile member of one of the leading literary
navy fame, and more recently connec- clubs is the principal figure.
'Imported Swiss Clieese
ted with a big consolidated oil conHe had been celebrating tho arri
cern of California, passed through val of the new year not
wisely, hut Roqueford Clieese
too often, and when he decided to
Lamy night before last on the
Admiral Evans was start home he directed the driver of Edam Clieese
limited.
accompamed by his secretary and the taxicab to "Take me to Shempsh.'
Pineapple Cheese
they were en route to Washington, D.
"What's that, sir?"
C,
"I want to go 'O Shempsh."
Camembert Clieese
I can t understand you, sir," said
HIGH HONOR FOR
McClaren's Imperial Cheese
SANTA FE VETERAN.
Just
;nd of the literary
light interposed, saying:
Pimento Clieese
Jose G. Armijo of Kit Carson's Regi"Driver, Mr. Elank wishes you o
on
ment Named as
to
take him
his chambers in the Tern- Fresll Potato CllipS
National Staff.
pie."
At this the muddled one leaned out
Jose G. Armijo of 225 Galisteo of the cab window and, addressing Kansas EfPS
30c. Doz
street, this city, received notification his friend in
tone of withering
j
Kansas Ranch Eggs
today that he had been appointed an scorn, said:
35c. Doz
on the staff ot National
'Oh, you blawsted elocutionist!
Commander in Chief Gilman of the
50c. Doz
Mr.
Grand Army of the Republic.
Armijo, who served in Kit Carson's
fr0m Cl,nell'S Sa,,'tary
regiment, is still hale and hearty and i Ingram
i'OUltrV rami, every eEfff
prizes the distinction greatly, as it is a woman," writes Mrs. E. M. Evans,

ADMIRED.

WE HAVE .SEVERAL 5TYLE-5
OF
THE "C, B" AND WILL HAVE NO
THE ONE
TROUBLE IN SELECTING
FOR YOUR PARTICULAR
DEMAND.
vWE MAKE THE
PERSONAL GUARANTEE THAT YOU CANNOT GET
BETTER BARGAIN $1.00 $1.35 $1.65
AND $3.50,
$2.00, $2-5-

MONEY AND METALS.
New York, Feb. 8. Call money 2
2
per cent. Prime mercantile paper 4f4
per cent; Mexican dollars 4o; Amalgamated 65
Sugar
1PJ
Atchison 107
Great Northern pfd. 129 ;
New York Central
113
Northern Pacific 127
Southern Pacific
Reading 17C3-S- ;
111(7-8- ;
Union Pacific 179
Steel
SO
Lead dull 41Uf(.
pfd. 119
15U; Standard eoirper weak; spot and
March ll.75fil2; Silver 51
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
8 Wheat
Chicago, Feb.
May
94
July 92
Corn May 49
July 501-'(
Oats May 32; July 31
Pork May 17.85; July 17.20.
Lard May 9.57
ft
July 9.47

his information would be $3. The
iicemnn paid $1 down, got some al- leged information about his domestic
affairs, and was to return with the
But instead of
j4 an(j get more.
jnE the recipient of information, the
some,
policeman gave the prince
about S12.75 worth. Marshal Sena
managed to get his silver dolar Dacki

ILL-FITTI-

drejj

0

W. N. Townsend & Co.
THE

PRICE MAKER

.SANTA FE, N. M.j

WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED OUR NEW
LINE OF LADIES MUSLIN UtNDER-WEAWHICH IS NOW ON : : : :

R

SPECIAL SALE
AT LOWER PRICES THAN EVER.
PLEASE CALL NO TROUBLE TO SHOW
GOODS EVEN IF YOU DO NOT PURCHASE

I

ADOLF

n

DRV GOCPS

SELIGSSAN

eT7r.

v

,9f.xAff

I

i

writ

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
I

and unimproved City Property, Orchards
and Ranees; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in the Espanota Valley with the Very Best of water rjghts
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.

FOR

rUH

C

A

p

JilX

Improved

Modern Residences for Rent.

p

M

American Druggists

Syndicat- e-

LINE

THE CAPITAL

London, Feb. 8. What is called the
harem skirt has made its appearance
W5a.laa.g- dena to Mak Pie
in London.
Brtjy Mngsr Comfortatla.
It is exhibited by a west
ft Co. end dressmaking firm, but nobody yet
Successors to Stripling-Burrow- s
has ventured to wear it in public. As
the name indicates, it is an adaptation
It you went anything on earth try of the Turkish women's trousers to
if you want anything on eartn try
the hobble skirt.
a New Mexican Want Ad.
a New Mexican Want Ad.
teams.

Palace Ave.

im

IBS

PHARMACY

FARE gST S5.00

Teer,rsinIbecame?S

M

womSy.''1
so bad I had to

Iijwt 'fall I "got
stay in bed for near- ly a week every month.
Since I
have taken Cardd, I feel better than PnilirOSe Butter
I have for years. '
You can rely on
m; de
Cardui.

It

acts on

the

womanly

'

'

HOne

'

'

STYLES IN

DZ

STANDARD

COLONIAL

S

IDEAL

mack i;i dull or polish finish quartered
tic" Book-Casoak or real maho.ny. You can select a pattern adapted to
the character of room you have chosen for a library. We earthe goods in stack, with p;ain, leadtor plate glass doors.
es

35c. P0Utld.

'

II.

BOOK-CASE-

Three different and distinct types of SlohVSroiekc "Elas-

better

or- -'

gans and helps t'le system to regain
its normal state of health, in a natural way.
Prepared especially for
by acting on th3 cause, and builds
up womanly strength in a natural
way.
Mild, but
Purely vegetable.
certain in action
Try It.

A and

w

Hour

'

WIRE UP

A

AgeiltS

"

a'

ly

S.Tune&Co.

New

Mexican Printing Co
Agents, Santa Fe, N. M.

8ol

suro

BAY

t -

-

Premium, remedies are not patent meHACK
dicines, every premium remedy guar
anteed as represented or your money
From
back. A. D. S. cough remedy
and
cold tablets are unexcelled, get them
BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South now, they cost no more than the
inferior kind. Sold only by the Ca- probably the first time that a native-borBounds Trains.
citizen has been thus honored.
pital Pharmacy.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot
the north bound train and arrive at
HAREM SKIRT IS LATEST
Taos at 7 p. m.
OF FASHION'S DECREES.

Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good covered hack and good

103

F. M. JONES.

Sri

ROOM

247 San Francisco StSanta Fe,N

CO

east-boun- d

O. K. BARBER SHOP

IOOD'iS

jcold your

rau-cc.'.:- .-.

Just in Fresh:

DONE.

it

FIRST CLASS

LET JS TELL YOU A LITTLE .SECRET
Do not
maker,
SHE CANNOT BE EXPECTED To MAKE
YOU?. D?vESJ FIT PERFECTLY OVER

i

S4.10tLi-5.30-

OB
l&O

Whenever you want an easy shave
As good as barbers ever gave.
Just call on me at my salon
At morn or eve or busy noon
I'll curl and dress the hair with grace
I'll suit the contour of your face,
My razor sharp and scissors keen.
My shop Is neat ana eowelsare clean
And everything I think you'll find
To suit the taste and please the mind.

tl.

Mill-ma-

1

NIGHT 19Q Dgj)
PHONE
&

TASTEFULLY

t

drag-terda-

Funeral Directors &
Lic3nsed Embalmers
AiwlinG

j

n

MULLIGAN &

PICTSRE FR

.-e

Corsets

8

ft

DAY

j

e

Completly renovated and placed in best
The most centrally locatof condition.
ed and modern office building in Santa

Fe.

'

j

BUILDING.

C. B.

sensi-K.Uir-

1

wips

En
BatiT OFFICE ROOMS IN CAPITAL
POL IVcfll
CITY BANK

1

e

1

DIRECTORS.

FUNERAL

"dis-cern-

of objects in a
state
which are not prcswit i0 the senses,"
Selig-mahas been requested
y Mayor
to change his m.al residence in
Santa Fe for one elsi where.
The request was due to the alleged
of a city ordiviolation of the
nance which says tha a license must
be taken for doing business in the
Despite his claircity of Santa
who it is
voyant powers the pnm-esaid, has declared ;!i:.t lie has been
a minister of the gospel and there- not see
fore exempt from tax.
the necessity of complying with any'
law and he therefore was usher--'
ed in to the prest nee of Justice Jose
was ushered
Maria Garcia. When
out, he had $5 aiM os' to pay.
Prince Totem h; been in I.as Ve- 'gas, and it is s;.id, th. iho account
of the prince giv n by
I.as Vegas
iM. ring that
authorities is not so
thfi mayor is lik ty
change h's
nlinf' about Santa K
iag the itu-- i
tote around
proper place for Totet
excuses for violaiii.g
city
lias been
ances. Mayor S lig
at ciMzeiis
known to express !i;
II!
'rial powers
usurping kingly
la ."
or being "above
Marshal's Clever Ruse.
To find out wli. 'her Prince Totem
was dealing out (hi list ianity gratis or
was really charging fees for his al
TWE swixX SPECIFIC
powers. Marshal
leged clairvoyant
Nick Sena sent Policeman Cienfuegos '"
with a silver dollar around to His
(Highness yesterday to ask for a se-ance." The marshal savs the prince
reai-'..-..--

Enterprise.
of
Surveyor J. Howard Thorp
Palma, Torrance county, was a business visitor in Santa Fe today.
Miss True is here from Espanola.
So are two Indians. Pedro Baca and
Severino Naranjo, who are registered
at the Palace Hotel.
General Manager F. 0. Fox of the
Santa Fe system, western lines, is
oassiner throueh T.nmv thi nfternnnn
on his way to his headquarters at
Texas.
A. M. Edwards, a well known at-San
Juan
torney of Farmington,
county, is here on the Coolidge land
He is at the Montezuma.
E E. Van Horn, inspector of the
Territorial
bamtary Board,
came up from Albuquerque this noon.

Sleep Is "Nature's Sweet Restorer"

AKERS-WAQNE-

Known

Mrs. Hill of San Diego, California,
is visiting her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
B. F. Pankey on Chapelle street.
Edward Seydel, manager of the N'eal
Institute at Albuquerque, was in the
city today on busintss.
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Sheppley of
Milwaukee, Wis., are at the Palace
Mr. Sheppley is a shoe salesman.
Mr. and. Mrs. B. E. Hockaday have
left this city for Las Vegas where
they will organize a dam of Beavers.
Ramon Sanchez, the well known
businessman of Taos conntv. returned
to his home at Penasco this forenoon.
Probate Clerk George W. Armijo
has returned from a business visit to
Santa Cruz, northern Santa Fe county.
"Mrs. M. L. Burrows
returned
Tuesday from a visit with friends and
relatives at Santa Fe." Farmington

Bonds

EXPERT EMBALMERS

well

Yes Madam, We "DO" recommend

deep-seate-

t'ai.-M-

clothing salesman traveling out of St.
Joseph, Mo., is at the Palace.
Attorney A. A. Jones is here from
Las Vegas on irrigation matters. He
is registered at the Montezuma.

shier,

3

a

To-

They Fit Perfectly

DISEASE

ELOOD

Catarrh is not merely an affection
of the mucous inombrait'S ; it i a
!, 'he
bbK.J disease in
entir oircuiat:: ! an great- r p. .riot
the ! extern are involved.
Il is n.ore
conr. Li. nly ma'ii.'eviU-in the '.ad,
e
nose and thr.itit, because of the
'
of
ttiembr :"es. and
the
aloe
mere easily
tbcv
by irritaliitu influences from
of Ca-- j
the outside. The i
tar: li, rttch as a tight feeling in the
stor-nchea.i, t1
up. throat closed
and dry, hacking cmir'u, etc., show
tfcnt tb'. tiny bh a.l v? ds of Die
tnribranc:L art
cuvjesteil
tned from the impuiiiies in
ar.''
the circulation. To ere Catarrh per- manentiy the Mo;x! must be purified
an. the
cleansed of all
healthy matter.
Nothing equals
S. S. S. for this purpose.
It attacks
the disease at its
head, goes down
to the bottom of
the trouble and
makes a complete
and lasting cure
by PURIFYING
the blood. Then
the inflamed
membranes be? in
to heal, the head is cleared, breathing
becomes natural and easy, the throat
is no longer clogged, and every unpleasant SVIlintmil of the disease fltc- appears. S. S. S. is the greatest of ail
blood purifiers, and for this reason is
the most certain cure for Catarrh
ISook on Catarrh and medical advice
tree to all who write.

I

Las Vegas, is at the Montezuma.
A. J. Bodenhausen,

A SYSTEMIC

Res-

'His Royal lllim s." Prince
tem, said to be a clairvoyant or

Rio Grande, is at. the Palace.
C. B. Stubblefield, a business man
of

CATARRH

Asked to

e.

bi Denver, is at the Palace.
J. F. Fraser, auditor of the Denver

3SS

Is Therefore
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ectnc service
THOSE DARK PLACES

ror electric Irons, Broilers,
Cleaners and Wash Tubs.

Santa Fe Water

and

Call

and See
them in

tight Company

3MB

Opztation

!t

rrii'i'iirTji
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To Lydia 13. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound
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Politicians.

ash liavi.' (!")( me.
I live on a farm and
have worked very
ird. I am forty-five years old, and
am the mother of

wim
e

ny, out

i::t:''i

care

01

N'.

M., IM

9:00

Chicago,

won; ana

niv lam- -

l ten them 01 mv "l inemi,
your v fsetahte t';ij;""iiui. and that
v.

m,

r

Superintendent.
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ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

8

The

n

t

,T

"I am always ready and willing to
speak a good word for the Lydia E.
Pinkham's Hemcdies. I tell every ono
I meet that I owe my health and happiness to these wonderful medicines'
Mrs. J. G. Jonx.sox, Scottvilie.Mich.,

-'

THE FORUM

Southwestern

The Best Route

System

country
and it caused a war between cattle and sheep
men that Mr. Coolidge describes in a manner that has'nt been equaled since Owen
Wister wrote " The Virginian." There are
plenty of thrills in this book, just enough
romance and lots of action, but what you'll
like best is the way the author describes it
all and the combination is irresistible.

bigRe-

try and the transportation facilities.
30

per cent bigger than the

big-

"because here the three essential
things are to be had in combination,
the great grain market at hand, cheap
fuel and the best transportation facilidistrict
In the Clearing-Argties.
we are on the sanitary canal, on one
main railroad and on the tracks of
the Chicago Union Transfer Railway
and Indiana Harbor Belt Railway,
which gives us access to every line
and trunk line railroad that enters
No where else in the counChicago.
try could these things be found in a
combination
Where coal is more
immediately at hand railroad facilities are lacking and there is no grain
market. The shipment from Chicago
will go to every part of the country
and to all parts of the world."
o

Hotel Arrivals.

Super-intenda-

Boden-hausen-

EUGENE A.
G.F.&P.

WHEN GOING

o

EAST OR WEST

group-questio-

n

j

NOW ON SALE AT YOUR BOOKSTORE
BLANKS.

Printed and for sale by New Mexi
can Printing Company, Santa Fe. N.

J. W. STOCKARD, manr

raili-oads-

1

2

4

2

4

4

2

4

De-fu- ll

2

sheet
Property,
Title Bond of Mining Property,
2

2

sheet

sheet
Teachers' Term Register, full sheet
Contract between Directors and Tea-

sheet
Placer Mining Location,
sheet chers,
Oaths of School Director, 4 sheet
sheet.
Mining Deed.
Certificate
of apportionment
of
sheet
Mining Lease.
School Funds,
sheet
Coal Declaratory
Statement,
Contract for Fuel, 4 sheet
sheet
Teachers' Monthly Report, 4 sheet
Coal Declaratory
Statement with
4

4

2

2

2

2

1--

Power of an Attorney,
Affidavit and Corroboratli g
Affidavit
sheet
Notice of Right to Water,
sheet
Forfeiture or Publishing Out of
Notice, 4 sheet
General Blanks.
Bond for Deed.
sheet.
Bond of Indemnity,
sheet
Bond, Genera! Form,
sheet
Certificate of Marriage, 75c per doz.
Official Bond,
sheet
Notice of Sale Under Foreclosure
of Mortgage, full sheet
sheet
Application for License,
Retail Liquor License.
sheet
Notice of Conveyai ce,
sheet.
Certificate of Election,
sheet
Report of the Assessors, full sheet
Deed, City of Santa Fe,
sheet
Deed, City of Santa Fe, full sheet
Application for Marriage License.
2

1-- 4

2

Aviation Meet

2

2

EL PASO TEX.
Feb. 9th. to 13th.

2

2

$16.10

2

2

Round Trip from
SANTA FE

2

2

2

sheet

Certificate of Birth, 4 sheet
Certificate of Deth,
sheet
Butchers' Shipping
Notices,
sheet.
Promissory Notes 25c per pad
Receipts, 25c per pad.
1--

4

Cost Bond,

4

Dates of Sale, Feb. 9th to
Limit, Feb. 14th, 1911.
5ANTA FE ALL THE WAY
13th-Retur-

n

l- -

El Paso

sheet

Letters of Guardianship,
sheet.
Guardian's Bond and Oath,
sheet.
Letters of Administration,
sheet.
Administrator's Bond and Oath,
1-- 2

Via

2

1--2

sheet

Texas

$13.40

2

NEW MEXICO CENTRAL

Letters Testamentary,
sheet.
Declaration in Assumpsit.
sheet
Satisfaction of Mortgage,
sheet.
sheet.
Assignment of Mortgage,
sheet
Lease,
J
Lease of Personal Property.
2

Account

2

2

Aviation Meet

2

2

1--

sheet

Chattel Mortgage,
sheet
Warrant to Appraisers, full sheet.
Power of Attorney
sheet
Prices on other stamps, pads, and all
other office supplies, on application.

SFeb.8tolJlK-

2

-

2

School Blanks.
Enumeration Form,
sheet.

S"

I

Feb. 14th.

1911

Daylight Trains

1-- 2

UNION DEPOT,

ri

sheet.
Teacher,

for School

2

Shortest Line to Denver,
Colo Springs and Pueblo

R0SWELL AUTO CO. R0SWELL NEW MEX

Contract

Subpoena, 4 sheet
J. P. Complaint, 4 sheet
Blanks.
Mining
sheet
Capias Complaint,
Additional and Amended Location
Search Warrant,
sheet
Certificate,
sheet
sheet
tainer,
Agreement of Publisher,
sheet.
sheet
Replevin Bond,
Proof of labor,
sheet.
Execution Forcible Entry and
Notice of Mining Location,
sheet
sheet,
Title Bond and Lease of Mining

use the

;

Teachers' Certificate,

Mex.

e

PIQ Grande--

Publishers

& CO.,

$1.35 NET

Waukegan, 111., and
Edgewater, N. J. It will also have a
power plant utilizing 0H per cent of
the potential energy in coal as compared with the 5 per cent in the case
of locomotives.
"The company's universal plant is to be at Chicago," said
General Manager G. M. Moffitt of the
Corn Products Refining
Company,

e

East or West

A. C. McCLURG

gest, those at

E.F.1). 3.
Munich, with a populnii ni of 600,000
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com- ihas
nearly forty schools for butchers,
made
roots
from
and
native
pound,
no
harmbakers,
gardeners, cnr; liters, paintcontains
or
narcotics
herbs,
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee
ful drugs, and
holds the record ers, etc.
Only 20 per cent of our
for the largest number of actual cures children ever enter the high schools,
Douglas, and all Points in New
if female dLcasts.
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
Fully 90 per cent of all ehihlren never
but enPacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
pass beyond the eighth
gage in a vocation without previous
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
The apprentice schools
preparation.
are intended to aid this large number
&
El
Seventy-fivPer Cent of All Offenses !who start in life with inadequate
In Chicago
to
The huduet from the
Attributed
preparation.
Alcohol.
Chicago schools for a year totals
For janitors and
$15,000,000.
Chicago, Feb. 6 A municipal drink
cure is planned by Mayor Busse. engineers the sum of $T'.o,nOO is needPalace.
Chief of Police Steward and
ed, for teachers and superintendents
Billie Woolf, St. Louis; J. F. Fra- For "Frills" comparative- - ser, Denver; Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Ship-pey- ,
Whitman of the house of $3,923,000.
,
A note or a sentence ly little is expended die item for mu- correction.
For Rates and full information address
Milwaukee, WTis. ; A. J.
hat for art
from any judge of the municipal sic being only $17,00"
St. Joseph, Mo.; William O
courts will give an entree to any man $35 000, fo- - household arts $95,000 will Murray, Deliver; Miss True, Pedro
FOX,
who desires to he cured.
Investiga-- ; be spent.
Xaranjo, Espanola;
Baca, Severino
A
A Quarter Century's Work.
L. H. Finnebaugh, Frisco; John P.
tion of records indicate that the trouE1 Paso Texas.
The pastor for 25 years (without a Claim, Denver.
ble of more than 75 per cent of the
Chicago vacation) of a Chicago church, Rev.
Montezuma.
prisoners are due to drink.
will try and cure its inebriates by en- R. A. John of St. Paul's Lutheran has
Reginald G. Cobbett, Tesuque; A.
gaging the best medical talent and the record of 2500 funerals, 3500 wed- ;A. Jones, Las Vegas; F. H. Perry, Amedicine. New dings, 4,000 christeniie-- s and of ex- lbuquerque; A. M. Edwards, J. D.
the most successful
Mexican Dispatch.
tinguishing a church debt of $100,000 Clark, Farmington; Mr. and Mrs. A.
all those years was his Part, Hodges; Thomas I. Haywood,
The only comment I have to make His
He was the con of a Missouri Hodges; H. H. Brooks, Buckman; C.
on the above is that the percentage is wif ..
too low. Many years ago when 1 was minister who endured ii) years of thi B. Stubblefield, Las Vegas.
Coronado.
a Police Judge in Chicago just before ministry and whose three sons all are
The b iilding up of a big
I opened court one morning, a gentle-- j ministers.
W. M. Gilchrist,
Denver; Miguel
man asked me if I would permit him city church is ilns rated by the chan-t- Casaus. Chamita; Frajnk Matthews,
sit near me so that he could hear ges in the affairs of the St. Paul's Santa Fe; R. H. Jacobs, Laramie,
When Rev. John became Wyo.; Jose Salazar y Ortiz, Silviano
the evidence in the cases as they church.
were called; he said he was a prea- - pastor 25 years ago the Sunday school Roybal, Chamita; Alcario Martinez,
San Juan; Jose Gallegos, Abiquiu; R.
cher and took great interest in the bad only CO children, who were
Charles Garrison
I invited ed in one division; the membership J. Ross, Madrid;
of Temperance.
Madrid; Jose Valdez, Las Vegas.
the gentleman to take a seat beside of the present Sunday school is
s
Just before court 300 divided into four thoroughly
on the bench.
opened he asked me what per- ganized divisions which are directed WASHINGTON DESIRES NEW
EMPLOYER'S LIABILITY LAW.
centage of the cases that came to me by four expert Sunday school workera.
to
were
iwi:iuj-iiuieia
years
ago
ulie
iuio.ica,uuf;
every day
I said I believed nearly an were no societies in the church, while It Is Much
liquors.
Along Line of Accident In- As each case was called I today there are three with an aggreof them.
surance Measures in' Vogue
asked such questions as would throw gate membership of over 1,200 a
In Europe.
light on the causes of the arrest. At woman's society, with 553 members,
he
with
a senior young people's society
noon 1 asked the gentleman what
re- 425 members and a junior young peoOlympia, Wash., Feb. 8. The eyes
thought of my statement and he
of
the industrial world will be fixed
In
I
with
was
members.
325
society
AT
exactly ple's
TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS
plied that he thought
on
the state of Washington if the emto
the thoroughly organized
You will see that my opinion addition
CITY OFFICE IN
right.
before
was based on actual observation, and Sunday school the church has many ployers' liability bill pending
becomes a
the
of
present
legislature
had
and
charitable
time
lines
at
that
in
missionary
no man
Chicago
would reva better opportunity to see the seamy work which is sustained by free will law. The proposed statute
NEW MEXICAN DLDG,
The most olutionize the present method of payI be- offerings from the parish.
side of the city than I had.
lieved then and believe now that if noteworthy of which is an orphanage. ing damages for injured 'employes
OR
and not only are the proprietors of
it. was possible to close all the saloons
Vice and Business.
industrial plants studying the proand stop the manufacture of intoxl
beOther ha;n "religious" cults
measure with keen interest but
posed
close
almost
we
could
eating liquors,
side those of the indicated hypnotist, labor union leaders and advocates of
Asythe Penitentiaries and Insai.e
ST,
See, have been discovered by the Chi- industrial arbitration are considering
lums
which will the
cago Vice Commission,
probable effect of such a law.
A. L. MORRISON.
soon complete a report showing apUnder the proposed act, every line
palling conditions of vice prevailing of industry employing men around
DOES MRS. LAFFERTY
and of relation between business houor on risks deemed at all
REMEMBER LORD'S PRAYER? ses and the vice which shocked ven machinery
will be assessed a percenhazardous,
On the segthe police department.
based upon pay rolls for the
to regation of vice problem the commis- tage months
Wants
Skinner
Representative
three
preceding October 1
$5.0v per hundred lbs.
S.
mail
and
rate
of
II.
the
the
sion is divided with a majority favorCarrying
Know; Mrs. Riddle Gives a
each
year.
acand
automobiles
U
N.
furnished
M.,
between V&ughn,
Special
The facts secured showing
Little Hint.
ing it.
The revenue is to be handled by a
Roawell, N. M., connecting with th commodate any number ot passenger
the alliance of respectable business state commission which shall have
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Is- to make special connections with anj
Denver Colo., Feb. 8. An employe with the disreputable were so start- full power to investigate all damage
land Itallroada and the Atchison, train at Vaughn, also to connect with
the House handed Mrs. Lafferty a ling that the detailed report is to be claims and to settle same without acof
TorNew
at
Mexico
Central Railroad
Topeka & Sanui Fe Railroad.
resolution
that caused a lengthy de- destroyed. The facts secured regard- tion at law. The powers of the comLeave Vaughn at 8:30 a. m., arrive rance for Santa Fe, N. M., by comresolution declan 8 that ing "white slavery" showed that pre- mission are most sweeping.
The
They
bate.
In Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
municating with Manager of the Rosnot vious disclosure s, by United States may compel attendance by subpoena
Leave Roswell at 12:30 a. nu arrive well Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at since many of the members may
in the "Wo- and have
District
practically all the power of
In Vaughau at 6 p. m.
least 24 hours in advance. Rate foi know the Lord's prayer, copit s there- man's AttorneywereSims,
understatements
World,"
for
desks
on
and
be
of
a superior court. An extensive auditplaced
printed
Baggage allowance of 50 lb, to special $40.00 to accommodate four or
and consequently one of the chief
Washington's birthday.
ing and information bureau is provideach regular ticket, excess baggage at fewer passengers to either votnt.
'hat will he before the ed for. The lines affected include evMr. Skinner wanted to know if Mrs.
Lord's joint conference urges th'e establish- erything from printing offices to tunLafferty could recite the
ment of a permanent vice commission nel and bridge work.
prayer.
to be brought into existence by ap
One of the alleged objectionable
She had not expected the question,
pointment of the mayor or some sim- - features is the claim that such a law
sue
wneu
arose
ami
uiuuui
uei
Herewith are soma bargain ottered TIME TABLE ALL
""im. method whose duty it will he to would put a premium on immorality
occupied by a big chocolate, as sne control the vice districts and superby ths New Mexican Printing combecause damages paid on account of
memthe
LOCAL TRAINS munched for an opening,
vise the work o the police within the death or disability of a married
pany: Code of Civil Procure of the
She W.s
bers laughed.
th e"r boundaries.
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
man are so much greater than in the
i
The foHowlng are the time tables
bound, $1; paper hound, 75e. Missouri
Land Show May be Abandoned.
of an unmarried man.
case
:
Mrs. Kiddle, hwever, declared she
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code 3f the local
The new Eldorados for farmers dis- D. T. Ham, a prominent business
know's ihe Lord's frayer.'
Pleadings, $8; the two for 110.
covered by the crowds at the Chicago man of Spokane, says he has talked
Adapted to New Kexlco Code, Laws of
"I learned it when I was a little land show were in the states adjac- with several
A. T. & S. F. Ry.
persons who have obNew Mexico, 1S99, 1901 and 1903, Leave
girl," said she "ami say it every day.' ent to such an extent that railroads served the workings of such a law in
English and Spanish pamphlets, 26c;
In their opinion the law
8.10 a. m. connect with No. 3 west- If some of the members here would of the far West are said to have aban- England.
full leather 13. Sheriffs Flexible
Interest has thrown thousands of married men
say it oftener and filter into its spir- doned the land show plan.
Cover Pocket Docket, single, $1.25 bound. No. 10 eastbound.
it, we would be sure to pass good in the remaining lands in Wisconsin, out of work. It is understood that
two or more books, $1 each. Nw
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 12:10 laws and mi;ke a. better nation. I love
Michigan and Illinois particularly re- the proposed Washington law is alm.
Mexico uSpreme Court Reports, Not. p.
1 wish all
of ceived a new impulse.
and
Lord's
the
One deal was most identical with the laws in effect
iirayer
S and 10 Inclusive $3.30 each.
4:00 p. m. connect with No. 1 west
Compiclosed through a Chicago hank for on this point in England.
you did."
lation Corporation Laws, 76c Compi- bound.
Mrs. Riddle was applauded and the 712,000 acres in the upper peninsula
lation Mining L'
Returning arrive at Santa Fe, 6:30
, 50c.
Money's
subsided.
ot Michigan for a consideration of
m.
joke
p.
Dies of Frozen Feet Thomas Law-le-r
New
Mexico Reports, full
Digest of
several million dollars which was paid
7:20 p. m. connect with No. 7 and
of New York, died at St. Joseph's
keep, $6.50; fnll list school blanks.
If you want anything on earth try in cash.
9 westbound;
Smaller transactions are hospital at Albuquerque yesterday of
No. 4 and 8 eastbound.
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
frequent. In Illinois swamp land in frozen feet.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 11:10 a New Mexican Want Ad.
Connection made with Automobile p. m.
line at Vaughn tor Roswell, dally.
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Rosu. a. R. G. Ry.
Leave 10:15 a. m. for north.
well at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Roswell at 8:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
Arrive 3:35 p. m. from north.
Roswell for Vaughan at 12:30 a. m.
New Mexico Central Ry.
and arrives at Vaughn ft 6 p. m. The
tare between Santa Fe and Torrance
Leave 7:30 a. m. connects with No.
for backache, rheumatism, kidney or bladder trcuble, and urinary irregularities,
is $5.80 and between Torrance and 34 east and 33 south and west
v
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on auto
Arrive 8 p. m. with connection from
Foley's KidJvPUla purify the blood, restore lost vitality and vigor. Refuse substitutes.
mobile
by wire. J. W. Stookard. No. 33 east; No. 34 south and west
PHARMACY.
THE

Paso

sheep herding did to the
THIS is what
around HiddenWater in Arizona

The company will expend $1,500,000
to enlarge the present plant to a cap-

acity

and now even

"As good a cow country as God ever made
the jack rabbits have left it."

;

s

C. G. DEDMAN,

Feb.

n a mp rrvAi inns
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Jay

i

fining Company, one with a capacity
of 40,000 bushels of corn daily, or
bushels a year was due to the
of
aehing
of cheap fuel,
s tbreaten-- . available combination
of funds the biggest corn market of the coun-

trades iu Chicago scrooir
ed with curtailment for
notwithstanding that vot- ioniil train-:- i
ing as far as it has In
(Icveloiied
has proved a great prac ,eal sncce;ss.
The departure from tie
prevailing
n educate
rules of city schools,
every boy and girl to be uesident of
the United States hut 11: hie to earn
a living," has been for y ars the hob-rof the
by of President McFu':
school board, who wei;; abroad to
He
study vocational trainii - here.
recommen-lucatiomade a report in which
,ied that the board of
and
ab lsh "
"auc "U1UUI'1 uuul wul and out o
regular schools hours, hi :he ordinary
school buildings, for instruction and
practice in various trad s and indus-- i
"Tec doctrines
trial occupations.
herein advocated are net new," he
said in his report.
"They are pr?c-- i
ticed in this country and in Europe,

,

a. m,

HIDDLN WATER

for

iZM thirteen children.
Many people think
it stfaiijrx that 1 am
nut iro :i down
'

V..V
' ' v'

JCCESS

A

first in Wisconsin, and in
which Minnesota, Illinois and Michigan have joined to a decree, in conserving soil fertility and improving
conditions on the farm h; s resulted
in that state in a great increase in
agricultural education and i.ew zest
for farming. The big tract sold, to be
cut up into farms of 100 acres, not
many years ago was acquired, it is
said, by the stae under the swamp
act, sold to a railroad and later to a
Cleveland man who made a fortune
by holding it for a few years.

Chicago.
Factory
World Needs Working.nen More The Big
choice of Chicago for the
Than Statesmen and
gest plant of the Con. Products
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there will bo 110 backache and bearing
dally except down paii3 f..-- t: fin if lh-- will tako
it as I have. I ar.i scarcely ever withay $3.50 round trip; fifty po'.uul bagitaice carried treo.
Mfor the soutli at ll;U p. in. arrives from the out it in the house.
Moines,
"I 111 say also that I think there is
no bett'-- medicine to be found for
F. M. WILLIAMS,
VAN HOUTEN.
young girls to build them up and make
viiem strong and
My eldest
G. P. Agent,
V. P. & G. M..
Pink,
daughter has taken Lydm
nam's egetabie Compound for pain- ful periods and irregularity, and it has
always helped her
N
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various localities is being reclaimed
by large capital.
The movement
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Rubber Stamp s

I

WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE SAME THING
FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT
DEAL OF TIME.
BUSY PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER
STAMPS MORE NOW THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY
SAVE TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS

PRICE-LIS- T
Stamp, not over 2 2 Inches ens
Each additional line on same stamp, 10c.
One-lin- e
Inches Ions
and not over 3
Stamp, over 2
Each additional line on stamp, 158
One-linStamp, over 3 2 and not ov er 5 Inches long
Each additional line on same stamp, 20c
One-I'n- e
Stamp, over 5 Inches long, per Inch
Each additional line, same price.
(Curved lines on Stamp count as two lines.)
Borders of all shapes, under 3 Inches long way, 25c extra.
'
Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
Inch Inch In slz, we chart
Where type used is ove.- one-haInch or fraction.
line for each one-ha-

IS

One-lin- e
.

2f.

2

25a.

e

for on

lf

lf

DATES, ETC.
Local Datar any town and dsts for
Ledger Dater month, day and year In
Regular line Dater
Deflnance Model Band Dstsr
Signature, Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut
,
Pearl Check Protector
8TAMP PAD8.

...

Ms
6
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35
-

Fac-Sml- le

1.51
1.50
1.58

SELF-INKIN-

10 cento; 2x3
5 cents; 3

15
4,

cents; 2
50 cents;

25
4

FOR TYPE SPECIMENS

cents;

t

75 cents.

4x4 14,

ADDKE8S

PEW MEXICAN PRlflTlfiG CO.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
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This is no night for elec--

"Pshaw!

Uoneniig."
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On the back seat of the car the
chn'rman and secretary of the county
committee were arguing as to the
b' st sort of speech for Coombs
to
r;.ake at the Bristow schoolhoiise, for
On the
which they were headed.
front seat the chauffeur steered the
car straight into the harvest moon
which was rising like a great shield
at the end of th while road. Bccido
him Coombs, candidate for congress,
was secretly Indulging himself In one
which come even to
of the
Ho
the best regulated candidates.
was heartily sick or the campaign;
of the dally association with small
politicians who treated him with more
or less familiarity; of repeating the
same things over and over to audiences friendly, hostile and indifferent.
He was tired of the whole business;
for the moment he sincerely wished
he were back at Demottville pegging
away at his law practice, and letting
some one else work and fret for political honors. And if ho were, ue
would be enjoying this perfect evening an August changeling set down
in late October.
Buggy riding with
a pretty girl on a moonlight night
naturally appealed to the bachelor
Coombs. And there were pretty girls
In Demottville.
The car came upon a group wending its way to the schoolhouse. There
were five of them two boy9 twelve
or fourteen years old, and three young
women. "Oh, you candidate!" called
one of the boys, as the car was rolling by.
"Stop," commanded Coombs, briefly. He had been taught never to
"overlook any bets," in the parlance
of the politician.
Every person had
possibilities, no matter how humble.
Every one wielded some Influence
possibly commanded a vote, and a
vote was a vote, wherever garnered.
"All aboard!" he invited, cheerily,
as the car stopped.
They came promptly, the boys with
whoops of delight.
They dragged
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Edward Grant Barrow.
from Wheeling to Paterson, N. .7,
having on his team Hans Wagner,
Emmet Heidrick, Bill Armour, George
Honry Smith and Dick Cogan. Barrow became president of the Atlantic
league in 1897, an office he held until
the organization blew up. Then he
the
moved to Toronto, managing
Maple Leafs in 1900, 1901 and 1902,
and winning the pennant with them
the third season he was their boss.
From Toronto, Barrow went to Detroit
and then to Indianapolis and Montreal. He went back to Toronto in
1906, and, after getting together a
team that was destined to make itself heard in Eastern league circles,
turned the players over to Joe Kelley
rmd went into the hotel business.
Barrow kept out of baseball for three
years, coming back last season as
manager of the Montreal club.

Edward Grant Barrow, who was recently elected president of the Eastern league, has been identified with
baseball for many years, and to sit
in the executive chair will be no new
experience for nim, as he was the
boss of the Atlantic league in 1897,
1898 and 1899. Barrow was born in
Springfield, 111., on May 10, 1868, and
for a time was in the newspaper business In Des Moines. He went east
In 1889, locating in Pittsburg, and
once was in partnership with Harry
Stevens, the scorecard king. Barrow
helped organize the old Interstate
league, managing the Wheeling club
In 1894 and winning the pennant of
that organization. The next year the
Wheeling team, still managed by Barrows, entered the Iron and Oil league
and again won the flag. In 1896 Bar- row shifted his scene of operations
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She shook her
and held out
her hand. "No; but ;:mnk you for
what you did not Kay tonight."
you
"What do
i.aan?" asked
Coombs. He was oblivions of the fact
that two score voters, whose ballots
might elect him, were aiso waiting to
shake hands.
"1 mean," she
said, that I am
Frank Scott's daughter."
The campaign d ew to a clor-e- .
Coombs was scheduled to spend the
last week In this county, and he mini-- !
aged to see a good deal of Beth Scott
h y
between meetings,
avoided
politics, but found in- :y oth'-'
ev had read
jects to talk about.
the same books and ad iivd the sativ
plays. There were si many thimr- to discuss that Coomt took to running over to the home f Miss
uncle, where she was visiting, morn-lngs or afternoons
eveuing'
hardworked
whenever the
party
be
motor car could
ppaied. and ho
had an hour to himself.
Election day came, and Coombs
was beaten. He made a good run,
better than shrewd politicians had
expected, for Frank Scott was deservedly strong.
Coombs, somehow, did not mind
the defeat; there was no sting in It.
Demottvile gloried In his good showing, and received him almost as a
hero when he came home. He became, almost In a night, a prominent
citizen. In two weeks his law business doubled. He had "arrived."
Miss Scott was going home, and
.
Coombs had come to say
Likewise he planned. a he had been
planning for a month, to say some-;hinelse. But It was hard to get It
out; Beth was so unconscious of
what was going on beneath the surface of his mind.
At last he plucked up courage to
speak:
"Ever since that night at the Bristow school I've been wondering how
you'd like Demottville."
"It's a pretty little city, Isn't it?"
she asked, with interest.
I have a little home
"Ye
by
there, wirrounded
There's a fireplace in the
jr.ej-'wleathliving room, and a
er chair that I like to draw up before
the fire. That chair would hold two
Just as easily as as an automobile
'
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THOMPSON WINS HARD FIGHT

JPORTljp

Sycamore Cyclone Defeats Rudle
In Six Rounds at Sydney, N.
8. W. Victory Unpopular.

Un-hol- z

seat."

'Dh," breathed Beth Scott,

passim

Johnny Thompson of Sycamore,
made his appearance at the Stadium
at Sydney, N. S. W., recently, and
scored a victory over Rudle TJnholz,
the South African lightweight, now of
the states. TJnholz was clearly beaten
at the end of the fifth round and in
the first forty seconds of the sixth the
referee, Snowey Baker, stopped the
contest and gave the verdict to
Thompson.
It was not a popular verdict, as
Thompson was decidedly heavier than
TJnholz and naturally the crowd was
with the smaller man. Johnny was
so anxious to score a knockout early
that he lost his head a bit In the
fifth when he had Rudle about out
111.,

Toronto university is to have a new
athletic field costing ?100,000.
How many times does Jake Stahl
have to announce his retirement, anyway?
Frank Chance arises to remark he
will not visit the antipodes with Jef
fries.
Hans Wagner will play with Pittsburg or retire from baseball, says
Manager Clarke.
James M. Sheldon has signed another contract to take charge of the
University of Indiana football squad
next fall.
If Owen Moran becomes naturalized
England may send over Jim Drlscoll
or Freddie Welsh to punish Its expatriate citizen.
Larry McLean and Charley Dooin,
catchers, made a tremendous hit with
the baseball fans in Cincinnati with
their vaudeville stunt.
Ty Cobb set the baseball world afire
with his Hillerich bat. As might b
expected, the factory that made the
stick has burned down.
Tip O'Neil, president of the Western league, is making arrangements
for the trip of the Boston American
league team to the Pacific coast next
spring.
John K. Tener, governor of Pennsylvania, who will draw down a salary of fl0,0J0 per annum, was once
fired from a ball team to cut down
expenses.
Jack Twin Sullivan says he henceforth will be a knock-ou- t
fighter instead of a boxer. Jack may revise
his method when Billy Papke returns
Sycamore Cyclone.
from Australia.
Some New York fight fans are now
and stood almost over him twice after
He had to be talking fake concerning the Nelson-Morascoring knockdowns.
battle.
This will hurt r.at
warned away by the referee, but no
foul was committed and the win was worse than did those five knock-down- s
a clean-cu- t
one for the Sycamore far- in the last round.
Few of the fighters have made more
mer. From the way the men sized
tip in the ring It looked as though money or spent more than Abe Attell.
Johnny was fully ten to twelve pounds Abe at last has leaned something
heavier than Rudle and if he expects from Bat Nelson. He is storing away
o get down to the lightweight limit his shekels for a rainy day.
for the American champion he will
Fighters are a generous set in exhave to work hard indeed, but Johnny tending a helping hand to one of
must know that he can do It, or he their profession when he is down and
would not be willing to post a forfeit out, and there is lots of room for the
of $5,000 to make the weight for a exercise of this philanthropy.
match with Wolgast.
It Is expected there will be few
The crowd was about the same size changes In the baseball playing rules
that saw Billy Papke defeat Ed Wil- this year. The minor leagues and the
liams, but it was all In favor of
Baseball Writers' association will be
owing to the difference in represented at tho rules conference.
weight, as stated before.
The sea
It's pretty tough for an athlete who
voyage over increased Johnny's weight delights In the chase and loves the
he
and
has
found
considerably
It hard smell of the pines to come back to
to reduce in this climate; In fact, all the
mat, but that is what the friends
have
found it hard to of Fred Beell have
the Americans
persuaded him
reduce here.
to do.
The Secret Out.
In Arkansas.
asked the dreamer, "Is the
"What,"
The physician had taken his pa- easiest way to
get money?"
tient's pulse and temperature, and
"Inherit it," replied the matUr-of-tac- t
usual
the
ask
to
questions.
proceeded
person.
"It er seems," said he, regarding
the unfortunate with scientific InterInsures Secrecy In Wireless.
Professor Cerebotanl of Rome reest, "that the attacks of fever and the
chills appear on alternate days. Do cently exhibited to Parisian officials
70U think is It your opinion that and engineers a pocket instrument for
they have, go to speak, decreased In receiving wireless telegrams. It is
successful even with messages sent
violence, if t may use that word?"
The patient smiled feebly. "Doc," from considerable distances. An insaid he, "on (ever days my head's so vention which eems to solve the
hot I can't think, and on ague days I problem of insuring secrecy in wireshake so I can't hold an opinion."
less messages was also explained by
tie Italian professor.
Lippincott'B.
n

z,

L

w
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Coombs did not ma):e it. He looked
Into the eyes of the rirl on the front
seat. Doubtless she bought him like
all politicians reaily to climb :it the
expense of another; ..nxiosis to tear
dpwi. thai other's
that he
Well, ho
might build up his ov.n.
would show her he was not an ordinary politician.
The Bristow
ndp: bo bcod was
rather disappointed !t, t!,f. tamoncss
of the speech; tho cL d'm.ui and r,.
were grumpy.
Hut Coombs
didn't care; he wall;. out with the
girl.
"You will ride back with us?" he

c
Go After Frank

Scott's Record.

one of the young women, laughing
and protesting, between them. Ther
tugged at her like young bears, and
what was
before Coombs realized
happening the girl was deposited in
his lap, the others had bestowed
themselves on the running board, and
the car was on its way.
"I hope you'll pardon
this enthusiastic response to your invitation," said the girl, striving to rise.
"I had no option, you see; it was
come, or get torn to pieces."
"And it seems to be stay for the
same reason," replied
Coombs, for
the boys stood guard, shouting:
"You've got to stay right there,
Cousin Beth!"
"Besides," continued the candidate,
"I welcome the opportunity to make
a convert. In return for this ride I
shall expect your vote election day."
"Indeed?" questioned his passenger, restraining herself unwillingly to
"And what special
the situation.
qualifications can you urge for congress? Are you competent or experiin
enced? Do you wield influence
Are you an orator?
Washington?
Can you do better than the man who
has represented this district for ten

years?"

Then he reCoombs considered.
plied, with a laugh: "To all your
questions I fear I must answer no."
They had reached the schoolhouse.
The girl smiled at him as she stepped
out of the car. "At least you have
the virtue of modesty," she said.
The chairman and secretary had
arrived at a conclusion, and the former now took the candidate aside to
say in the hoarse whisper peculiar to
politicians: "This part of the county
Is strong for you, and they like to
see the animals stirred up. Go after
Frank Scott's record; go after him
You can't make a mispersonally.
take by putting his hide on the fence
out here."
Their late passengers had front
seats in the schoolhouse Coombs discovered when he made his way to
the rostrum and waited for the chairman to call the gathering to order.
The two boys winked and giggled
when they caught his eye, and then
leaned over to whisper something to
the girl who had sat on his lap.
Coombs fancied that she blushed.
Now that he could get a good look
at her, Coombs realized that she was
very pretty. He wondered idly who
she was. Probably the daughter of
some wealthy farmer of the neighborhood, who had been able to give her
advantages beyond the ordinary. Her
good looks and her becoming dress
were of the city rather than the
country. He speculated whether her
eyes were dark gray or brown.
Coombs arose to make his speech.
The audience applauded the handcandidate. They
some,
listened closely while he sketched
national affairs and conditions
in
their, own. .state, .then in. Hair. awn.
boyish-lookin-

g

compre-hendlngl-

"But there's no use talking about
It I suppose," went on Coombs, wistfully. "Your father has won. and
you are going Tack to Washington,
the most wonderful city in the country. That's the only reason I'm sorry I lost. If I'd been successful,
there'd have been something to offer
you."
"Do you think," said the girl softly, "that would make any difference, if one cared? And I've seen
Washington. But I've never seen De-

mottvile and--a- nd
that chair!"
When the next session of congress
opened Frank Scott was hailed as a
of politics
by his' coThey ' had tried many
schemes to retain the magic letters,
"M. C," after their names. But to
marry one's daughter to one's most
dangerous opponent that was more
than scheming; it was genius!

Napoleon
lleagues.

Chauffeurs In Germany.
person making application
as
driver of a motor vehicle In Germany
must present his birth certificate, an
unmounted photograph of himself, a
doctor's certificate as to his physical
condition, especially with reference to
his sight and hearing, and evidence
that he has finished a course with
some person or at some institution officially qualified to teach the driving
of motor vehicles.
If the application is otherwise acceptable the party Is referred to an
expert especially designated to examine such applicants. The examination
Is oral and the applicant must also
give a practical demonstration of his
ability to drive a motor vehicle. The
fees for his first examination, if held
at the residence or office of the expert,
are 10 marks ($2.38) for the driver of
a motorcycle and 15 marks ($ZX7) for
the driver of an automobile; If held
elsewhere the fcs are 15 and 20
marks ($3.57 an.', $4.70), respectively.
The fees for subsequent examinations
of the same applicant for vehicles of
a different class or different kind of
motive power era 5 and 7.50 marks
($1.19 and $1 'P.. resnerrtively.
Nervy' Bird.
"Mamma," said the exasperated
young lady, "I wish you wouldn't hang
that old parrot out on the front porch
these evenings."
"Why not, my dear?" asked her
mother in surprise.
"Why, I think before you bought
him he must have belonged to a
street-ca- r
conductor.
Every two or
three minutes when Edwin calls he
ehlrps out: 'Sit closer, please.' It is
A

too embarrassing for anything."

GONE THE LONG JOURNEY.
I

fFl

1.

(Scene, the nursery.) Mamma Let
your little brother play with your marbles at once, sir, like a nice, unselfish
boy. He'll give them all back to you.
Willie No, he won't; he's swallowed, eight of them already.

'

J IsD
YOUR SALESMAN may speak to twenty persons a
praising your wares. HE BRINGS YOU BUSINESS.

day

YOUR ADVERTISEMENT in the NEW MEXICAN speaks
to thousands every day. IT IS BOUND TO BRING YOU

BUSINESS.
THE SUBSCRIBERS to the local paper are the prosperous people of your town. THEY ARE THE PEOPLE WHO
BUY.

YOUR ADVERTISEMENT in the local paper helps to
build the town. The outside judges Santa Fe by the advertisements in its local papers.

It is a BUSINESS MAXIM universally accepted that
vertising pays.

rI

ad-

hat is, if it is done right.

PEOPLE READ ADVERTISEMENTS. Let the "New
Mexican" placo in its most obscure column that you are selling
su2;ar at one cent a pound and your store tomorrow will not
hold its customers. Advertise calico at one cent a yard and
you will have to telegraph to your wholesale house for carload lots.
YOU CAN STIMULATE BUSINESS BY ADVERTISING.

Today no business will increase permanently unless by some
method of advertising. The fool in his heart will say that
there is no virtue in advertising but the wise man knows that
the fool is deceiving himself.
AN ADVERTISEMENT In the "New Mexican" DRAWS
LIKE A POROUS PLASTER. It cannot fail if it advertises the

right goods at the right price.
THE
MERCHANT is noted by the
fact that his advertisement does not appear in the local papers.
The sheriff has an eye on his business and his credit must be
poor.
NON-PROGRESSIV-

E

LAST YEAR, the "New Mexican" took in $12,000 in sub-

scriptions. The readers who had that much for the local paper
have as much for your store but you must let them know that
you are doing business, where, and how you are doing it
THE ADVERTISING RATES in the "New Mexican" are
but a traction of the rates in other cities. It is untrue that you m
cannot afford to advertise; the fact is when you feel that you
cannot afford to advertise, you cannot afford NOT to advertise.
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WEDNESDAY,

was 41 per cent. The lowest temper- POSTAL CHARGES WESTERN
ature last night was M degrees and
UNION WITH DISCRIMINATION.
IfiOR CITY TOPICS
at G o'clock this r.wv
it was th.3
same. Yesterday was a clear, pleas- Hearing Before the
e
Public
ant day and warm while the sun
Service Comission Held at Al- shone.
bany Yesterday.
Denver, Colo., Feb. s.- - Tlie
'
The Law and th Man is a VitaaraDh
forecast is fair weather to- is a great lesson erryone should
and
New
York, Feb. 8 The Postal
night and Thursday, with not
see it. It's at the KM:.-;- tonight.
Telegraph-CablCompany charged unmuch change in temperature.
Canada de los Alamos Schoo- l- reasonable and discriminatory methr.dent John ods on the part of the Western Union
County School Supi-rV. Conway yesterday
iitil the Ca-- i Telegraph Company at the hearing
You Will Find poultry nettin and
He found granted to the two companies bv the
nada de los Alamos s
staples j.t Goeti.'ls.
the school iu splendid
million, and,
Public Service Commission
The Yaqui Girl is one of Pathe's Miss Carlotta
teacher, do- - at Albany yesterday,
Armijo,
beautiful hand colored pictures. See
attendance
The principle
ing excellent work. 'I
the postal
it at the Klks" tonight.
is 40. and this inclm!
every child' claims the Western Union is violating
A special of school
Commissioners
County
lenient.
The affects the whole basis of all
age in the si
meeting of the board of county com- parents are very eutl
over state business carried on by common
missioners is to be held at the court their school. Mr. Con
iy is today carriers, and vitally affects rnmneti.
house on Saturday.
cbool dis- - tion iu telegraphing, not
Ui Cienegu.
visiting
only to many
Troops Pass Lamy Troops from trict Xo. 5.
points in Xew York state, but to thouFort Kusseil, Wyoming, passed Lamy
Come to the M. E Church Fri'.Uy sands of small towns from the Atlanyesterday on their way to Douglas, evening.
There will i, a treat lor tic to the Pacific, and the action of
border.
and
Mexican
the
Arizona,
ary way. A. the Postal Company assumed double
iyou in a musical ami
M.
Zook, the J. Teare will
Druggist Moves J.
b c.
Cli
Kicme importance when it was stated in the
sing;
druggist, today moved into the
will give a reading a.. Miss Massie argument of General Counsel William
house 0:1 East Palace avenue will
h.'i-will be Cook, of the Postal Company, that the
play in a trio.
with his family.
Mr. Zook recently otner numbers
equally :. good. Watch same question which
the Public
purchased the place.
for the complete prop.', in in the pa- - Service Commission is now asked to
at Las Vegas "Mrs. per tomorrow
Diphtheria
hool
s
children; decide, will later be brought before
night,
Ben Coles is suffering
from diph- admitted for 25c.
The oreeds of the the Interstate Commerce Commission.
theria.
The house of the Coles is
entertainment go towar.i Laying a new The practice to which the Postal takes
quarantined and Chief of Police Coles instrument for the !. rh. Tickets exception is the
alleged unreasonable
tor that, reason is off duty." Las Ve- may he had at Fischer drug store.
and discriminatory charge made un- gas Optic.
!
on messages
transferred from the
Marriage License
marriage
N- Quorum As there were only cense was issued at ' iiuquerque to Postal to Western Union
lines, at
four mciabers of the council present Leo E.
Ariz., termediate points of transfer to reach
Carron, of Sprit'
last night there was no quorum and and Anna
N.
M.
points where the Postal has no
Boyer of Rr; dale,
the council adjourned to meet again
Released on
Loya, ces. To every one of these messages
Monday night.
with burglar .. El Paso, has the Western Union adds four or five
Discovered
Copper
"Report re- been released from tla county jail on words to indicate the name and date
ceived by this paper this morning Is !a $.".00 bond.
jOf transfer point and compels
the
that copper has been discovered on
Auto Line to Alamogordo A plan Postal to pay for these words at the
the I. L. Fowler claim southwest of
rate as though they were
San .Ton about four miles." San Jon, is on foot to have an auto mail and regular
iwcen Roswell written in the body of the message,
line
passenger
stage
Quay county, Sentinel.
The testimony showed that in many
and Alamogordo. It mild take the
Sentenced for Conspiracy
George
nute between instances this caused a positive loss
Snell of Union county, was given a place of the recent
in money to the Postal Comoanv as
Roswell and Vaughn.
$1,000 fine and costs, in federal court
Water Users' Association at Blue- - tnis local charge is greater than the
at Las Vegas by Judge C. J. Roberts.
entire amount received by the Postal
Sneil had been found guilty of con- water At a mass met ting a few days
the citizens ami residents of the Company from the customer and also
spiracy to defraud the government in since,
Bluewater valley, Valencia county, ;tnat the extra words charged for
public land matters. Snell will appeal.
an association and petitioned ver unnecessary for the public as
formed
Meeting of Santa Fe Club An im- the
to
the! "eu as tor the purposes of the West-..te- r
government
portant meeting of the Santa Pe Club methods of the Bluew vestigate
- ern Union.
Levelopis called for tonight at 8 o'clock at ment
Notwithstanding there are many
Company, and a tiinil the fran- the Commercial Club rooms to consid- chise which
they Jiohl allowing them Points where the Western Union has
er the report of the committee on to build
no
offices the Postal does not
reservoirs at he head of the
A full at- Bluewater
constitution and
similar payment from the Wes- creek.
tendance is requested.
A New and Interesting Change of teM1 Union for messages transferred
A New Line of Ladies' Muslin Unat the Elks' tonight: The0 the Postal company by the West-Laderwear has just been received at the Pictures
and the Man; Blue Horse Mine; ern Union under similar circum-anstore of Adolf Seligman Dry Goods
The Yaqui Girl. Siaw at 8 o'clock, stances. The testimony also showed
Co., and they invite the ladies to call
An Arabian Steed i!t uce Williams tnat the Western Union was discrim-o- f
and look at the unusual bargains,
the livery firm of Williams & Ris- - iuating against the Postal Company
whether they wish to buy or not.
tflat the former company does not
ing, has purchased a sued from Ken-:iRead the ad today.
and the snow wi ite, pink skin make similar charges on such mes-netucky
Blue Horse
Mine is a beautiful
and "glass" eyed animal is said sages transferred by the
Telephone
drama, one of Lubin's clear as a bell to be Arabian.
It has attracted much companies and the Public Service
It's at the Elks' tonight.
picture.
attention and should Mr. Williams Commission was asked to order the
You Are Invited to Call at the Santa
discontinue using the animal for his! Western Union to discontinue this
Fe Hardware & Supply Co. for matecarriage and pm him on the practice. Prominent officials of both
rial to reflnish a piece of furniture, private
race track, there will l,e still greater companies were
present and testified
free of charge.
are
They
advertising interest
manifested. The steed's
Rush Taggart, the general counsel
today. Johnson's Wood Dye which name is Hamid Pascha.
0f the Western Union company op.
they say is deep seated and goes to
to Asylum-Ju- dge
Mc- posed the application.
the heart of the wood, not merely a FieCommitted
htis committed Jesse P. Walline
ax
Tho iTOv
surface dressing.
or
Sau Juan county, to nHntori t.;
armington,
Closson Sells Paladlna Tito Melen-dez- , the tentorial
asylum tor the insane R is expected a decision will be rend-at- .
one of the foremost horse ownU
l,as egas.
ered within the next thirty or sixty
ers of this part of the territory, has
Deed Filed A deed was filed in the
purchased from Sheriff Charles C. office of the probate clerk by Robert days.
Closson of Santa Fe the thoroughbred A. Davidson of Iowa,
transferring cermare, "Paladina" which
defeated tain property in Minnesota. Illinois, COOLIDGE CASE UP;
some fine horses in the recent race Colorado and Santa Fe to
MANY WITNESSES.
May Leav-it- t
Davison, 'the consideration being
meeting it the capital.
Must Remove Fences In federal $5,000.
Whether Lands Were Improved or Ircourt at. Las Vegas, George W. Baker
Roswell Sprinkling Ordinance varigated Is One of the Quesand the Wight Cattle Company
of lidThe Roswell city sprinkling orditions Raised.
Union ccmnty, were enjoined
from nance has been held by Judge Prank
The famous Coolidge land case was
putting up fences on the public do- W. Parker, associate justice of the up before Judge McFle today and
main and deputy U. S. marshals were supreme court of Xew
to be many witnesses and several attorneys
instructed to remove forthwith such wmim ine meaning and Mexico,
intent
of the figured in it. The case is really two
fences as had been put up.
territorial law, and also that the law cases, one is the United States vs.
Mrs.
Joe
Brenn Heiress
The enacted by the legislature is valid
and Ina N. Coolidge and John W. Coolidge
many friends in this city of Mrs. Joe constitutional.
and the other the United States vs.
Brenn, who with her husband, put
Rosa I. Hyde and John W. Coolidge.
on the Elks' amateur performance SEVERAL
DECISIONS WILL
The case involves the cancellation of
"The Innside Inn" with such great
EE HANDED DOWN. patents to the Hyde
and Coolidge
success here last season, will be inclaims on the Wiley Mesa. Attorneys
terested to learn that she is now a Water Board Has Heard Six
Appeals A. M. Edwards of the firm of Edwards
heiress and will receive a third of a
Argued and Submitted
& Martin of Farmington, appeared
Lake
fortune
left
large
by her father.
Urton Case Up Today.
for the defense. S. B. Eowen, J. H.
From 22 to 50 Degrees That was
G. K. Kentner, Edward Thur-land- ,
Hadden,
the range in temperature yesterday
Six rejected applications for watei
P. M. Shumway, J. E. Stevens,
and the average relative humidity
rights have boen heard by the terri- E. F. Varache S. E. Shoemaker, W.
torial board of water commissioners, M. Gilchrist and Raymond H. Satter-whitwho began their sessions
of Los Angeles have been subyesterday
NEW MEXICO CORPORATION
afternoon in the supreme court room poenaed as witnesses for the plainat the capitol as (he offices of the ter- tiff, Attorney J. D. Hand Jr. of
LAWS, RULES AND FORMS.
ritorial engineer were too small to Scranton, Pa., represented Mr. Hand
Published September, 1910. All Laws on hold all the
attorneys and others in- and several purchasers of the lands
all Classes of Corporations, on Banking terested in the cases.
i.t question.
Several other cases will come up
The testimony introduced
this
Irrigation, Mining, Railroads, etc.
this afternoon and tomorrow but it is morning tended to show there had
Rules and Forms for Filing.
thought that the board will finish its been no irrigation of the lands while
Statehood does not affect this book work this week as far as
to the defense will likely try to prove
as Territorial laws remain in force the cases is concerned. listening
President that the lands were reclaimed and
under state constitution. There will Charles Springer stated
today that it cultivated.
be no revision for three years.
is likely several decisions will be given before the board adjourns.
PRESIDENT IS IN A HURRY.
935
$7.00
The application of the Farmers' Development company was heard yes(Continued from Page one.)
Write for Circular.
terday and Judge J. C. Gunter of Col!C. F. KANEN Santa Fe, M. N., orado is the attorney for this com- powers whose subjects are engaged in
pany, which wishes to enlarge its seal fisheries to an agreement for the
dam, and delivered a brilliant and regulation of those fisheries calculated to replenish the seal herd In Beh-rinlengthy argument yesterday.
sea.
The Urton Lake project of which
Coal Lands in New Mexico.
Former Governor Miguel A. Otero is
Washington, Feb. 8 President Taft
president, comes up this afternoon.
This company took over from the today withdrew 41,791 acres of land
United States government the Lake in New Mexico and 905 acres in Utah
Urton reclamation site on the Pecos to be classified with respect to their
MILWAUKEE
hi
'
river south of Fort Sumner and near coal value. An examination made by
the Chaves county line, which was to the geological survey it is said inill
have reclaimed 20,000 acres of land dicated that those lands contain valselected under the Carey act. The uable coal deposits.
government had abandoned the project because of the many it had al- WYOMING LEGISLATURE
Are Considered to be
TURNS DOWN RECALL.
ready under way, but had made comCheyenne,
and
Wyo., Feb. 8. The Metz
surveys
which
were
plete
Ths World's
plans
acquired by the territory and for which recall measure, a house bill providing
application had been made by a syn- for the recall of all public officials
dicate of Denver men and in which save the judiciary, was killed in the
You
TGVGF
M. A. Otero and the late senate this afternoon. The senate alTerritorial Secretary J. W. Raynolds so killed the Schwoob initiative and
K?ow lfow
were interested. However, their ap- referendum enabling act, providing
that
and referendum petiplication for the necessary appropria- tions initiative
must be signed by 2 per cent
tion of waters from the Pecoa river
was rejected by Former Territorial of the electorate. There is now await
Gary
ing the action of the senate
house
Engineer Vernon L. Sullivan on the initiative and referendum the which
act,
ground that the United States Recla- places the
respectively,
mation Service had already appropri- at 8 and 5 percentages,
per cent.
ated more than the ordinary flow of
the Pecos and that therefore no wa- GREAT DANGER IN LETTING
ter remained for appropriation.
BOYS HAVE GUNS.
The Urton Lake site Is a natural
Imboden, Ark., Feb. 8. "I am goZOOK'S
reservoir site and one of the most fa- ing to shoot a bird," exclaimed the
vorably located In the United States
son of L. D. Brown, who rea large irrigation project.
for
sides near Walnut Ridge. The lad
PHARMACY.
M. B. Melville of Denver Is here to pointed his father's gun at his
represent the Lake Urton proposition
sister and pulled the trigger.
and so is A. T. Rogers of Las Vegas. The girl's head was blown off.
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In buying baking powder
examine the label and take
only a brand shoivn to be

'

Grocery and Bakery

'

snade with Cream ol TarSar

e

i

00

SI

00

a

M

lbs for

16

e

inter-Masti-

Sweet Potatoes 41b

25c

Fresh Eggs

Fresh Tomatoes lib

20c'

"Merritts Best" Butter 21b. for

20c. to

Dz.

Oranges

35c

Dz.

Fish per lb.

65c

20c and 25c

WaT t .7,51

MMiW

i

Smelt per

Lemons Dz.

Large Bananas

Dz.

25c

lb.

Fresh Poultry

Bars Diamond "C" Soap

Dressed, Turkeys per lb.

30c

7

Dressed Hens per lb.

21c

1c 100

Dressed Springs per lb.

21c

6

Pinto Beans

25c

j

for

31b.

100
i

3

Bars Diamond "C" Soap $3.35

Bars Pearl White Soap

Bond-char-

25c

Bars Pearl White Soap

$3.85

Dutch cleanser

Improves the flavor and adds
to the healtlJfless of the food.

-

25

25c

ape

Cream ol Tartar Baking Powder.

j

Every Friday

and Fish

A pure, whoIesomcreliableSf

j

Sausages

2ffW

CREAM

c

No Alum- - --No Lime Phosphate
Both Reduce the Healthfullness

o

of the Food.

ged

" I am quite positive that the use ol alum baking
powder should be condemned."
Prof. Vangkm, University of Michigan.

j

Read the Label and remember that

j

Give us your standing order

for fish and poultry.
)ne No. 4.
F. Andrews

Phone No. L

"Alum, sodium alum, basle aluminum sulphate,
sulphate of aluminum, all mean the same thing
namely, BURNT ALUM." Kaiu Stale Board ofHtaltk

j

'

THIS HAPPENED IN NEW
YORK, NOT WESTERN SALOON.

NEW MEXICO OUGHT TO
QUARANTINE TEXAS.

New York, Feb. 8. Six men, all
armed with heavy revolvers, entered
by twos at the three entrances to the
saloon of Henry Fehn, on upper Second avenue, early today. At a signal
from the leader, all six began blazing
away at the mirrors and glassware.
About forty shots were fired, with
such excellent effect that
broken
glass was strewn all over the place
by the time two policemen ran up, attracted by the fusilade.

San Antonio, Texas, Feb. 8. Taking
the position that to vaccinate means
to mutilate and perhaps permanently
poison the children, a number of parents in this city have combined and
organized themselves into an
vaccination league. The
purpose of the organization is to combat the decision, even in the court it
necessary, of the school board and the
board of health which require children to be vaccinated or remain at
home. Dr. A. D. Zucht is president of
this league.

ex-a-
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Its Cut Glass
Silverware flat

or hollow)

Jewelry-o-

any
tiesFiligree

n

f

kind-Nov- el

'

;'ir','', .r.

:.'

No piece with-

-

uut this Trade

f:f-- .
Jlj );

-

.Work
Electroliers or any
thing of quality in
our line.

.

10

Mark on it
genuine.

1

We Guarantee Satisfaction

at

The Popular Gift Store.
S.

SPITZ, Manufacturing Jeweler.
mere.

mitmwAkmskwm."Virx8M

!

,
,

nnPT

satisfaction assured
CORRICK'S HACK LINE THoTOREp

01 Iflfl
ULHDD

rinJi

ZlX

HACK SERVICE

Bies and Saddle

os

Horses

rm BIG STORE
Sample Line Ladies Waists

e

Fifteen

Hundred

Beautiful

entire

Waists,

sample line of New York's leading manu-

facturer to be sold at very

LOW

50

cent

per

ON

THE

PRICES.

DOLLAR.

Hundred

i
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Early choosing will be an advaptage to you. All are
All are carefully finished. You would'nt hesitate to pay from $3.00 to $5.00 for any of them under
ordinary circumstances
Involved are two styles made of fine quality linen.
One style is trimmed with Persian trimming, one is
embroidery trimmed, with the Dutch neck.
Very
popular this season
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If you are planning

to make money from
waists this season the sample line will appeal
to you.
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Finest

will

your order if you can't
ca at the Store and

5ood

same will be filled immediately.

Be Sure to examine the line now its
a good stocking.
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Nathan Salmon.
Tailor and Clothier.
i

HC Vanil
IUim

The Reliable Jeweler.
San Francisco St.

AT THE CASH STORE
you

Will always find

just what

you

are looking for

The BEST in Clothing

The same in HATS and FURNISHINGS
OUR SHOE STOCK IS TH E MOST
COMPLETE IN SANTA
FE.
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PONT FORGET TO TRY

Cm.jl

First
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You Can

It

Re finish a
Your Furni

Piece of
ture at Our
Expense

g

new.

it

GOLD AND SIVER NOVELTIES OF ALL KINDS
WATCHES CLOCKS, and everything
you can desire in the Jewelry line.

Pages,

The Lot is limited only numbering

Fifteen

Designs in Fi!iSree Work,
Cut Glass, Silverware, Flat and Hollow,
in the Newest Designs.

Cpm-plet- e

Those waist offerings will more than
please
you.
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j Always Treslct

Call at Oar Store
for Materials, Free
wai,t
WTKsimple

to prove to you, how
how easy it ic In m-an old pu'i-- of furniture like
new vh;it hr:ii!t;f,il
you can get from Johnson s Materials,
what we trive.
fUUAbottle'of Johnson's Electric .Solvo to instantly remove the old
of Johnson's Wood Dye choose your shade from list
Ij'Pfinish. A bot:tie
ifullv color the wood.
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hand-rubbeeffect j"..
protect the finish against heel marks and scratches
It will not catch or hold dirt or dust.
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Johnson's Wood Dye

is not a mere stain not simply a surface dressing.
It is a real deep-seate- d
dye, that goes to the very heart of the wood and stays there
fixing a rich and permanent color.
Johnson's Wood Dye is made in 14 standard shades:
No.
No. 122 Forest Green
Uxht Oak
No.
Weathered Oak
ijo Brawn
JV- 1:'e""sh 0ai
N; -- fVr
Wcatlierei
I
rjr
No. 12$ Mission Oak Ao. '7l
Brown
Flemish
No. ?2 Green Weathered
ijS
No. 128 Light Mahogany No. i1
No.
Bog Oak
fo Manila Oak or
No. 121 Moss Green No. I2g Dark Mahogany
Karly English
Let them demonstrate what Johnson's Materials will doin
your
home.
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Free Samples and Literature
At Our Store

The Santa Fe Hardware & Supply ,Co.

